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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
THERE OUQHTA BE A LAW:.· JUSTICE SCALIA 'S JUDICIAL 






· pliment to a person who admittedly spends Under his analysis the death penalty is 
most of his -time in a marble palace. His unquestionably constitutional and does not 
unguarded willingness to respond to stu- constitute "cruel and unusual" punishment 
dents' questions and !tngage in dialogue on prohibited by the 8th Amendment. Death 
matters of current concem was no less than is plainly and repeatedly referred to in the 
remarkable. One alumnus, who has had· ConstitUtion and existed as a form of pun-
the opportunity to listen to nine Supreme ishment at the time the Bill of Rights was 
Court Justices, noted that this was the first ratified. Although many believe that "cruel · 
time that he has seen a Justice hold an open and unusual" punishment should be de-
question and answer session. Most other fined by "the evolving standards of de-
Justices he observed were much more cency in a maturing society," Scali.a is 
guan:led, some completely unwilling to field clearly not a meliorist. Why do people 
questions. Others who did answer ques-· believe that "societies only mature, and 
tions, required that they be pre-submitteo. never rot?" he asked. The Framers of the 
This alumnus perceptively remarked that a Constituti9n, he noted, were brilliant men, 
Justice gets "very little mileage out of be- and he does not believe that it is his role to 
ing so open and accessible." second-guess them. "The Constitution," 
It is easy to imagine that this would be he remarked, "was written to prevent things 
especially true in Scalia's case. If his re- from changing." 
marks were to be quoted .out of context, in The Justice was asked in multiple fora 
vicious little soundbites, it would be easy whether he advocates overturning 
_ by Chris Lamb . right-winger viCiously chipping off the se- to portray him as maniacal. So hats off to precedential decisions for which he believes 
Some law students are sufficiently and rene look on Lady Liberty's face with the - the courage he exhibited by granting the there was no Constitutional basis. "I am a eq~lly awed by all Supreme Court axe-like point of his judicial pen. His pro- USD community three unrehearsed ques- textualist. I am an originalist. I am not a Justices and believe that merely ponents view him as one of the most con- tion and answer sessions, one at Shiley nut," he replied. He did, however, confess 
touching the hems of One On High will sistent and least political Justices on the Theatre following his lecture, one (or Pro- that he favored overturning "particularly 
automatically (presto!) erase any flaws in Court. This clear dichotomy may be the fe8sor Siegan's Constitutional_ Law class, bad precedent" like Roe v. Wa<fe. One 
their legal reasoning skills. Others are more result .of his -piain-talking, -call-them-the- . and another at' a student colloquium. reason he abhors the decision in~ is that 
discriminating. Students in both Cl\tegories -way•you-see-them persona, :.which comes .. At Shiley Theatre, Justice S.calia gave it creat~d a vague "undue burden" stan-
-were ·mpressed bySupreme,Court Justice ac ross as vividly,in_his written opinions as · a polemical presentation of his lninori!Y dard: -~~ 'Where do.ltum for .the -answer[t9 
Antonin-Scalia, though per.haps for: differ- .. in"his tfersonal appearances: Historically; :::"view'-Of Constihrticinal interpretalion'. . A.tf ·c- what·atf.undue bUrd~~isri" hC asked.' One ·. 
ent.reasons: ·: ··~- -plain-talke~· (especially in cWashington) - ·:though he did not · faifly~~or -fully. develop . man ~h~I) ;asked, iO'' an; obvious attempt. to 
- .... ~-~~ ;.,-Justic~Scali;t has been rep.ei tedlY r~~'. .have always evok~d. strong feelings, posi- the arguments of competing interpretive · demonstrate that the Constitution is riddled 
feried10-in-the press a8 'b'encharit." With- tive and· n~gative. < • theories,his lectilre had the viJ!Ue ofbeing with vague standards, ''What is 'due pro-
out doubt, his reputation preceded his re- Even those in the USD community with witty and conversational. He addressed cess'?" Nice try, but Scalia had a prompt 
cent visit to USD. · But reputations are usu- a pre-conceived, negative perception of Jus- such weighty su!:>jects as the constitutional- answer. "Due process is the procedural 
ally a composite of myth, truth and semi- tice Scalia were pleasantly surprised at his -ity of the death penalty, Roe v. Wade. Brown guarantees afforded Englishmen in 1791." 
truth. Usually, no one i;:ompletely deserves down-to-earth and very amusing personal- v. Board of Education. and the right to bear At the student colloquium, Scalia again 
his reputation, and Scalia is no exception. ity. The most pervasive comment by stu- arms, applying his "textualist" and attacked Roe, repeating that he could do 
Scalia's critics often view him as a dents was "He's so normal!" A high com- "originalist" analysis to each... nothing with such a vague "undue burden" . 
AIDS TAKES THE LIFE OF 
LRC -REFERENCE LIBRARIAN MICHAEL M. WHITE 
Michael M. - White, -Reference Librarian at the Legal Re-
search Center from August 
1990 to July 1994, died at his -
home in San Diego on Sep-
tember 27, 1994, of AIDS re-
lated illnesses. 
-Mike· grew up in Rolla, 
Mo., and received his B.A. in 
Psychology from the Univer-
sity of Missouri at Rolla. He 
also earned a J.D. degree in 
1982, a Master of Arts in Ra-
dio, Television, and Film Stud• 
ies degree in 1983, and a Mas-
ter of Library Science degree 
in _ 1990, from the University 
of Missouri at Columbia. Prior 
to joining the staff of the LRC 
in August 1990, he served on 
the faculty of Lincoln Univer-
. sity. in Jefferson City, Mo., as 
an Instructor in the Communi-
cations Department. He was a 
member of the American As-
sociation of Law Libraries, the 
Southern California Associa-
tion of Law Libraries, and the 
San Diego Association of Law 
Libraries. 
Michael M. White. 1954-1994 
Mike was extremely interested in 
people, movies, antiques, dogs, art, and 
travel. He had an amazing ability to 
connect with and resp~nd to people. 
His collection of friends was as exten-
sive as ii was varied. 
He was preceded in death by his par-
ents. His rather, Zane White, was a judge 
in Rolla, Mo. Mike is survived by his 
sister, Mary Harlan, his nieces Amanda 
andCasey,andhisnephewKyle,andmany 
aunts, uncles, cousins, and friends. 
Graveside services were held on 
October 15, 1994, in Rolla, Mo . . Mike 
was a beloved member of the staff of 
the Legal Research Center. Law school 
students, faculty, and his colleagues on 
the U.S.D. campus will remember him 
as exceptionally helpful and generous 
anµ will miss him dearly. 
There will be a celebration of 
Michael's life in the Faculty Lounge 
of the Law School on Wednesday, 
November 9,'at 2:30 p.m. 
Note: The Gay and Lesbian Law Students As-
sociation will_ be putting together a bulletin 
board of photos to commemorate friends, fam- -
ily and public figures who have died of or are 
living with AIDS. Please give photos you 
would like to include to Belinda Rachman by 
November 10"'. 
standard. In response to such a blanket 
statement, one student asked, "It is my per-
ception that much of the law contains just . 
such vague standards. · For example, Title 7 
created 'reasonable accommodation,' 'un-
due burden' and 'reasonable person' stan• 
dards to be applied in discrimination cases. 
Congress did not define these terms; doesn't 
it necessarily fall on the Supreme Court to 
(Please turn to page 3) 
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WHAT'S NEW IN THE LRC·? NEW BOOKS RECEIVED 
Compiled by 
Franklin A. Weston 
Senior Reference Librarian 
ADLER, STEPHEN J. The Jury: Trial and error 
in the American courtroom. Explains how 
American juries work in the real world, and 
takes the reader inside the jury room - a barrier 
not even-television has been able to overcome. 
ARKES, HADLEY. The Return of George 
Sutherland: Restoring a jurisprudence of 
natural rights. Seeks to restore, for a new 
generation, the jurisprudence of the late Su-
preme Court Justice, a jurisprudence an-
chored in the understanding of natural rights. 
BROSS, DONALD C. Foundations of Child 
Advocacy. Lays the groundwork for a compre-
hensive study of the I~ issues facing the guard-
. ian ad /item for abused and n~lected children. 
BRUMBAUGH, ROBERTS., ed. Six Tri-
als: Socrates, Galileo Galilei, John Brown, 
Alfred Dreyfris, Sacco & Vanzetti, John T .. 
Scopes; the impact of their trials today. 
Approaches six famous trials in terms of 
justice' versus the law. 
BURKE, WILLIAM T. The New Interna-
tional Law of Fisheries: UNCLOS 1982 
in the U.S. and those in other countries. 
GOEBEL; JULIUS, Jr. A History of the School 
ofLaw, Columbia University. Offersahistory 
of the Columbia University · School of Law 
from its founding in 1793 to the present era. · 
GOLDMAN, ROGER. Justice William.I. 
Brennan, Jr.: Freedom first. Offers re-
flections on Brennan in Part 1, and com-
prehensively surveys and discusses his ju-
risprudence in Part 2. 
GOLDSTEIN, AVRAM, M.D. Addiction: 
From biology to drug policy. Traces the 
path from scientific "first principles" to 
enlightened social policy on drugs with a 
lucidity that every concerned citizen will 
appreciate and profit from. 
HART, VIVIEN. Bound By Our Consti~ 
tution: Women, workers, and the mini-
mum wage. Reconstructs legal strategies 
and policy decisions that revolved around 
the recognition of women as workers and 
the public definition of gender roles. 
HOWELLS, GERAINT. Comparative Prod-
uct Liability. Provides grounding in the 
principles of product liability and examines 
KANTOROWICZ, HERMANN. The Defi-
nition of Law. Records the views held on 
fu~damental questions in law by one of the 
foremost legal scholars of recent times. 
KORNSTEIN, DANIEL J. Kill All the Law-
. yers: Shakespeare's legal appeal. Provokes 
thought about how law and civil justice are 
woven into modern society by discussing the 
plays in light of contemporary legal cases, 
just as they are on Shakespeare's stage. 
LEVINE, MURRAY. Helping Children: 
A social history. Recounts the social his-
tory of helping services to children in the 
U.S. between 1890 and_the mid-l 920s. 
MANSFIELD, MICHAEL. Presumed Guilty: 
The British legal system exposed. Shows how 
the scales of justice are weighed heavily against 
the innocent, and explodes the myth that British 
justice is the best in the world. 
PAPADATOS, PETER. The Eichman 
Trial. Explores the legal and political bases 
and consequences of the arrest and pro-
ceedings of the Adoff Eichman trial. 
. ' 
. RHODES, CAROLYN. Reciprocity, US. Trade 
Policy, and the GA Tt Regime. Argues that 
reciprocity - targeted retaliation against nonco-
on. the strengthening of the G.A TT trading 
system. 
ROGERS, PETER. America's Water: Fed-
eral roles and responsibilities. Brings to-
gether all aspects of water and water use to 
look at policy formation froin technical, 
eco'!omic, and political points of view. 
SCHWEBEL, STEPHEN M. Justice in 
Inten:iational Law: Selected writings of 
Judge Stephen M. Schwebel. Contains 36 
Of Judge Schwebel's articles on aspects of 
the International Court of Justice, interna-
tional arbitration, problems of the · U .N ., 
the character of the Secretariat, and ques-
tions of international contracts. 
SHERMAN, BRAD. Of Authors and Ori-
gins: Essays on copyright law. Addresses 
the issues of changes in technology, the har-
monization of copyright law in Europe, and 
the differences between the copyright law in 
Anglo-American systems and the French and 
German notions of"authors' rights." 
UROFSK,Y, MELVIN I. 77Je Supreme Court 
Justices: A b_iographical dictionary . . Offers 
analytical and irtte~retive essays focusing 
on each justice's court tenure and gauges his 
or hers contribution to American·taw . 
and beyond. Considers the revolutionary 
changes in the international law of the sea 
that reached their final stages in the 1970s 
and discusses their impact on state protec-
tion and customary law. 
. how they have been tackled by different 
legal systems in the U.S., New Zealand, the 
European Community, and elsewhere. operative actions by trading partners and spe- . WARD~ ALAN J. . The Irish Constitu-
citic . rewards for cooperation - is a relatively tional Pro.bl em: Responsible government 
HUFBAUER, GARY CLYDE. Subsidies effective way of est;ab~ishing and maintaining · and modem Ire~and, 1782-1992. Presents 
in International Trade. Analyzes the eco- an open international ~g regime. · 'a comprehensive analysis of Irish-consti-
nomic problems caused by .various sub- · tutions and con!)titutional proposal!), · and 
COPELAND, TOM. Valuation: Measur- · sidy practices and summarizes international RO~ERTSON, DA VlD, . GA TT Rules for . treats the cgnstitutional histqry of Ireland, 
iilg and managing the value of compa- efforts, spanning many years, both to limit Emergency ProtecfiOn. Analyst::s t.he whole. north and south, aian iritegrated whol.e. ' 
nies. 2nd edition. Describes the valua- each country's use of subsidies and to regu- i.ssue and assesses tile "safeguards cod~," .· ·. · ' · ·. 
ti on process and explains the differences late countermeasures aiiried at another elaborating Article XIX, that_ appea~s to be ZUCKERT, MiCHAEL ~'. N~tura/Rights 
. between .valuation and accounting p111.ctices county's subsidies. ·.· .. . , . . emerging from the negotiations in 'G.~rieva ·. and the N~w Republicaqism . . Proposes a 
• . . . . e . . . . . . · . . , ·L , · · new riew of.!he. pqlit~is~1 phjl(>.sophy that 
· · · · ·· , , .. p,: • ;,.,,,nis.eaunt -~La111t,Ba8m&; c··1· :' · .. . -- . . )-w ·"'"" }.~~9,i,~~.t~.r"'{o.m.i<1\9~ ·<?fJIJ~JJq~~4~~~~~-
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MOTIONS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1994 3 
Scalia's Philosophy: 
Continued from page 1 Scalia Visits Constitutional Law Class 
by Tiffany Kemp 
interpret them?" Scalia replied that if he 
wrongly interpreted statutory language, USO students had a rare treat last 
Congress could easily address this by pass- Wednesday when Supreme Court Justice 
ing another law, but ifhe was wrong in his Antonin Scalia made an appearance in Pro- , 
-Constitutional interpretation the error would fessor Siegan's Constitutional Law class. ' 
be much more difficult to correct. Justice Scalia was visiting San Diego as the 
Scalia also views decisions like Roe as guest speaker for the Sharon Siegan Me-
judicial activism. In his view, the Supreme morial Lecture held the evening ofWednes-
Court in the last 35 years has overstepped day October 19 at Shiley Theater. 
its authority by creating new law under the Justice Scalia graduated from Harvard 
guise of Constitutional interpretation, which Law School in 1960 and practiced in Cleve-
he believes has opened Pandora's box. "In land until 1967 when he joined the faculty 
my day, when people were unhappy with of the University of Virginia. lit 1971, 
things there was a saying, 'There oughta be Scalia became General Counsel of the White ' 
a law. ' Now people say it's my Constitu- House Office of Telecommunications· 
tional right." A view which he believes the Policy and was chairman of the Adminis-
Supreme Court has lent credence to in re- trative Conference of the United States from 
cent years, which has resulted in "letting a 1972 to 1974. In 1974, Scalia was ap-
thousand flowers bloom to ridiculous ex- pointed Assistant Attorney General of the 
treme." Scalia believes that law-making is Office of Legal Counsel in the Department 
the exclusive domain of the legislature, of Justice. In 1982, Scalia was appointed 
those who are the eleCted representatives of to the United States' Court of Appeals for 
the people subject to the democratic pro- the District of Columbia. A Reagan ap-
cess, rather than nine people appointed to pointee, Scalia replaced Justice William 
. life-tenure on the Court. · Rehnquist as associate justice of the United 
Other "Scaliaisms" 
Scalia on the Right to Travel (enumerated 
in Shapiro v. Thompson) 
The Justice was also asked whether, States Supreme Court when Rehnquist as- Professor Siegan: We've been studying the 
given his textualist approach, he would have cended to the position of Chief Justice in area of travel... 
deCided Brown v. Board of Education dif- 1986. Scalia, who was unanimously con-
ferently. Scalia said, "This is what is known firmed by the Senate 98-0, was the first Scalia: I like to travel! 
as waving the Bloody Shirt of Brown v. . italian-American to join the Court. 
Board of Education." Scalia ultimately an- Justice Scalia bantered with students 
swered by saying that he would have dis- about a _ variety of topics from Democ-
sented along with Harlan in Plessy v. racy (" ... I believe very strongly in 
Ferguson, the 1896 decision that established Churchill's old line that, 'the only thing 
the Constitutionality of "separate but you can say about democracy is that it's 
equal." "Plessy was wrong ... I'm on the better than whatever .is second best."') to 
Professor Siegan: As an "originalist'.' Llu-
rist who grounds their opinions on what 
they think the framers of the Constitution 
ha:d in mind], what do you think about the 
right to travel...? 
colorblindness team." But even if his ad- Holmes ("He had a reputation for being Scalia: I never had a travel case ... where do 
herence to textualism would have dictated a great liberal, he was anything but a you find it in the Constitution? 
that he vote against Brown, it wouldn't great liberal; he was a Boston Brahman 
have deterred him from his textualist ap- Yankee who had attitudes on many mat- Professor Siegan: I haven't found -it yet, 
~ :. 
1i' 
s .. ... ... 
only is that decision wrong, but I won't 
follow it. · 
Scalia on Guiding the Lower Courts 
Student: What about guiding the lower 
courts? When there's a [Supreme Court] 
deci_sion that has so many split opinions, so 
many concurring and split opinions ... ? 
Scalia: ... [S]o long as you have a ma-
jority opinion, the lower courts have all 
the guidance they need ... now, there may 
be four other opinions but who 
· cares ... nobody reads Scalia's dissents. If 
you're a lower court [and] you don't care 
what's right; · you just want to do what 
the Supreme Court wants you to do you 
don't have to read me. 
proach. "If you want to like the result all ters including racial matters ... including but. .. the Court has said it's a fundamental Scalia on how the Court decides what 
the time you can't be a textualist. Some the gene pool.") - right, Shapiro v. Thompson:.. -Amendments should apply to the states 
good systems have bad results,.. but y~u . A self-pr~laimed ':'textuali~t,". (one __ , . . ;· _ _ . - (throlJgh th~ 14th Amendment) · 
can ' t-cond~mn a whole s ystem on the basis"_ _who adheres to the acnial w.ordjngt qf 'the_ Sc~ia:-);' es, ~t tpay 9e:::· it Ju~t happens \o"' . W.e .i;erta,inly wouldn't apply tlle .Second 
ofsome bad results." . Constitution,) Scalia's jurisprudential be- be, in my view, hot one of those fundamen~ - Amen'dment to · the states. Why not? I 
Scalia said that he has often voted liefs incorporate the idea that the Bill of tal nghts that I'm charged with enforcing. mean we. applied the First to the states; an<J 
against his personal preferenc.es as a result Rights represents an exhaustive list of the , - · . . the Fifth to the states, the Fourtn to the 
of adherence to his Interpretive approach. · "rights" that should be afforded Constitu- Scalia on ConstitutiQnal Interpretation states, we applied portions of the Sixth to 
For example, he voted to strike down a tional protection by the Court, and that nei- the states. I mean all of them originally 
Texas law forbidding flag burning because ther the Ninth Amendment nor ·the Due Student With regards to your textual inter- only applied to the federal governm~nt, 
it was violative of the l st Amendment. "I Process Clauses of the 5th and 14th Amend'- pretation of the Constitution, if you're truly right? The first time we applied the reli-: 
hated that result," he said. Certainly, one ments should be utilized to add to that list. · trying to find out what the Framers of the gion clause to the states was in 1940 ... and 
of the more interesting effects of his judi- Although Scalia indicated that he believes Constitution had in mind, how applicable some people argued it, perhaps with good 
cial method is that many of his opinions that such rights as the right to die, the right is that to our day and age? cause, that the 14th Amendment was 
land on opposite ends of the political spec- of parents to educ;;tte children as they wish, never meant to apply any of them to the 
trum. For example, he joined the dissent- _qr the right to abortion, i:nay exist, it is not Scalia: The whole purpose of the Constitu- states, but anyway: how do we decide 
ing opinion in the most recent case uphold- . his-job to enforce them. It is the job of the tion is to restrict our day and age ... the Bill which ones to apply to the states ... don't 
I 
ing a woman's right to abprtion, .Planned legislature. "You have the rightto educate of Rights is to prevent things from chang- you know how we do it? You really 
Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania your kids the way you like. Do I believe in ing. You want to be relevant? You want to don't? The ones we like! 
v. Casey. On the other end of the spectrum that right? You bet your life I believe in it. be up to date? You want things to change 
is his concurrence in Harris v. Forklift, a And I will take up arms to defend that right. so that everything will be just the way the 
1993 case that concluded that workplace If some government tries to take it away current society wants it? Don't have a Bill 
"hostile environment" sexual harassment from me, I'm in revolt! But I won't en- of Rights! Just have a legislature! 
need not "seriously affect pla'intiff's psy- force it from the bench because it's not one 
chological well~being" to be actionable un- of those that is enumerated in the Bill of Student: How dc>es that make it a living 
der Title 7. In Arizona v. Hicks, Scalia Rights, it's not one they · even worried document? 
voted against extending the. "plain-view" about." 
doctrine. "A search is a search," he wrote; To bolster this belief, Scalia adds that, Scalia: Who says it's a living document! 
"even if it happeris to disclose nothing but as a practical matter, it is absurd to beli~ve hate that term! 
the bottom of a turntable." that the Framers of the Constitution spe-
Although Scalia's opinions are not po- cifically enumerated certain rights such as Stµdent: So I guess the clerk job's out. 
Scalia on the current Supreme Court 
I think we have a court that is much more 
apt to pay attention to text; especially in 
statutory matters, than was the case at 
least 10 yeai:s ago. I think that means the 
· lower courts have better guidance as to 
how to decide cases; there are fewer cir~ 
cuit splits as a consequence and there-. 
fore, we don't have to take as many cases. 
Scalia on Scalia litically consistent with one another, it is freedom of religion and freedom of speech 
apparent that he strives to be faithful to his and then dumped all other prospective rights 
analytical method. He free~y admits that into a "catch-all" 9th Amendment. Rather, 
his judicial philosophy is imperfect, but he Scalia theorizes that the Framers took 
sincerely believes that it is the best of the. historicalexperiences into account and enu-
available alternatives. As such, he em- merated certain rights, which had histori-
braces it with the guts and gusto of a pio- cally been objects of oppression, but did 
neer. not worry about the infringement of other 
Scalia on "The Brethren" (Supreme Court . I cannot assure you that everything you 
expose written ~y Bob Woodward and Scott love will be achieved by textualism, and 
11 
unenumerated rights: "They were not afraid 
of one another and they said most of these 
things we'll leave to the democrat~c pro-
cess, the legislatures will protect tho_se 
rights ... there are a few things however, 
that experience hl sltaught us .... Read The 
Federalist Papers; they give examples 
way back: tyrannical governments move 
against speech, they move against reli-
gion, they take away arms, they quarter 
troops, they do searches and seizures, 
that's how [the Framers] decided. what 
that short list [the Bill of Rights] was 
going to be." 
Armstrong) everything you loathe will be avoided by _ 
I didn't read The Brethren, because if it's textualism. If you want.to like the result 
true, it's a terrible breach of confidence of all the time, you can't be a textualist, 
the Court by those _clerks that supposedly . you have to be a floating policy wonk ... 
spoke and ifit wasn't true, I didn't want to but that's not being a judge, it's not be-
read fi~tion parading as truth. ing a lawyer, it's being a policy maker. 
So, I have to admit that, now and again, 
even if [the result] came out wrong, it 
doesn't prove that textual ism is wrong . 
Mussolini made the trains run on time, 
Hider inve,nted the Volks.wagen automo-
bile; some bad systems have good re-
sults, and some good systems have bad 
results ... you can't condemn the whole 
system on the basis of one aspect of it. .. 
and if you're looking for a system that 
always gives you the result that you like, 
you don't want a Constitution, you want 
a legislature or you want to be Queen. 
Scalia on Roe v. Wade 
... [I]t's not only wrong, but it imposes on 
me as-a judge, decisions I don't know how 
to make, decisions that are standardless and 
unlawyerlike leave me no guidance. I can-
not apply that jurisprudence. I don't know 
what to do when somebody comes in and 
claims that a particular state law imposes 
an "undue burden" on a woman's right to 
have an abortion. Where do I find "widue 
burden?" This is not lawyers work! It is a 
legislature's work! So, I'll say that, not 
' : ... 
LEMING' 
Fundamentals of Law. 
I~ • 
First Year Review and Advanced Seminars. 
Be Prepared and Pass Your Final Examinations 
What FYR/Advanced Seminars Will Do For You ... 
• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each 
area covered. This material is not available in published form. 
• Provide Exam Appro_ach and Checklist for each area covered. 
• Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area covered. 
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered. 
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format. 
• . Provide Writing Technique for each area covered. 
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area 
covered. 
• Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations. 
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers. 
• In addition, each student will have the opportunity to Write one· 
Exam Hypothetical in each subject area. The coqtpleted exam 
may be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 23166 Los Alisos 
Blvd., Suite 238, Mission Viejo, CA 92691, along with a blank 
cassette tape and enclosed self~addressed envelope (required 
for its return). The exam will be critiqued extensively through 
audio cassette and returned to the student. 
San- Diego 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
• LIVE LECTURES 
Friday. No"ember 18. 1994 
6:30 pm to 10:30 pm 
CIVIL PROCEDURE I 
(Jurlsd.lctton. Venue. Cholce of Law. 
Pleadings. folnder. Surnrnary Judgment. 
Collateral Estoppel. Res Judlc:at.a.)) 
Saturday. --Nov. 1-9. 1994 
I :00 pm. to 5 .:00 pm 
REAL PROPERTY I 
(Concurrent Interests, Future 
Interests. AdverSe Possession. 
Class Gifts. Easements. 
Landlord-Tenant) 
Sunday. November 20. I 994 
9 :00 am to I :09 pm 
CONTRACTS .1-U.C.C 
(Formation. Defenses. 
Third Party Beneflc:larles. 
· Brea.ch, Remedies) 
Sunday. November 20, I 994 
2:30 pm to 6:30 pm 
TORTS I 
(Intentional Torts, Defenses, 
Ne81l.gence-Caus8.tlon Emphasis. 
· Defe'ns~s) · 
Monday. November 2 I. I 994 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
+- Tuesday. November 22. I 994 
9:00 am to I :00 p 'm 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I 
+- Tuesday. November·22. t 994 




Separation of Powers. 
·Due Process. Equal Protec:tlo~) 
REMEDIES I 
(Tort· Remedies: Damages, 
Restttutton. 
lnlunc:tlon EmJ:!has.ls) 
Friday through Sunday live courses will be held at Cal'ifornia Western School of Law, 350 Cedar Avenu~. San Diego - AuditoriUQ"l 
Monday live courses will be held at California Western School of Law, 359 Cedar Avenue, San Diego-- · Criminal-' Law ~oom ·2s· · '" 
+ TueSday live courses will ~e he_l.~ at The Ramada. Old Tqwn_, ,~43~ )c;!ffer,son . ?t:.r:-~.e'.t . S~n ~iegc;:>. Tl-)e _A?tec · Ro<;>m __ , _ J 
~~ . ,,=?i~:~~ ~~~~c.~~~·:f~-~~~~~~~'.=~~~~e .• &, %'!11~~~~;~ -@jt~~~~~m:.:~~,;~~,;~s,~~? :~~~ ~;;: - ~ 
(•Group Rate available to groups of 5 who register tog~ther at least·on.e week before the desired sentin.ar:) 
Orange County • LIVE.IVmEo LECTURES 
Monday. Nov. 28, I 994 
6:30 pm to 10:30 pm 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I 
(lu•tlclablllty. Commerce Clause. 
Federall'State Confllct:s, 
Separation of Powers, 
Due Process, Equal Protection) 
Frlda~ Dec:. 2. 1994 




Best Evidence, Types of Evidence, 
Burdens/Presumptions. 
Judlclal Notice) 
Sunday. Dec. 4, 1994 
I :00 pm to 5 :00 pm 
CONTRACTS •.-u.c.c. 
(Formation . Defens es. 
Third Party Beneflclarte•. 
Breach. Remedle•). 
Tuesda~ Dec.6. 1994 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
CORPORATIONS 
Tuesday. Nov. 29, I 99~ 
6:30 pl'lii to I 0:30 pm 
CONTRACTS 11-U.C.C. 
(Asslgnment:s/Delegatlons. 
Third Party Beneficiaries·. 
Conditions, Breach, Remedies) 
Friday, Dec:. 2. 1994 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
REAL PROPERTY II 
(Sale of ~nd. Recordlna: Act, 
. Easements, Profits & Licenses, 
Covenant:s. Equitable Servitude•. 
Eminent Domain) 
Video: Room I 06 
Sunday. Dec:.4, 1994 
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm 
TORTS I 
(Intention.al Torts. Defenses. 
·Negllgence-c:au~tlon 
Emphasis, Defen151.es) 
Wednesday. Dec. 7. 1994 
6:30 pm to I 0:3~ pm 
REMEDIES I 




6:30 pm i.o ·10:3.o'·pm 
CIVIL · PROCEDURE . J 
(Jurisdiction, Venue, 
Choice of Law, Pl~adlngs, 
Jolnder, Clas~ Actl.ons) 
Sa.t~rday. Dec:. 3, I 994 
5:30 pm to 9 : 30 pm 
REAL PROPERTY I 
(Concurrent Interests. Future 
Interests, Adverse " Possession-. 
Class Gifts. Landlord(Tenant) 
Sunday. Dec:.4, 1994 ' 
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm 
CIVIL PROCEDURE II 
(Cla• 111 Action• . DlscoYery, Summary 
ludgment. Attacks on the Verdict. 
Appeal, Collateral Estoppel . 
Res ludlcata) 
Video: Room I 06 
'W'ednesday. Dec. 7 ~ I 994 
6:30 Pi;n to I 0:30' pm 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
Video: Room 2 I 5 
Thu~day, D ,ec;. I. I 994 
6:·30· pm "to I 0:30 pm 
TORTS II 
(Negligence Defenses, Strict Llablllt:y, 
Vlc.rlous Liability. Produc:::ts Llablllty. 
Nul-nce. MlsrepreSC1ntatlon. 
Business Torts. Defamation , Invasion 
• of Priva cy) 
. Sa:turd~y. Dec. 3. 1994 
5 : 30 pm to 9:30 pm 
EVIDENCE • .• 
· (H_earsay, Prlvlleges) 
Video: ~oom I 06 
Sunda~De~.4. 1994 
6:_30 l?m to I 0:30 pm 
REMEDIES II 
(Damages, Resc.ISslon. 
Restitution. Refonnatlon, Specific: 
Performance) 
Video: Room I 06 
All five courses will be lield at Pacific Cliristian College, 
2500 E . Nutwood Ave. (at-Commonwealtli). Fullerton 
(across from Cal State University Fullerton) Room -205 
All video courses will .fl!! lield at Pacific Cliristian College, -
2500 E. Nutwood Ave. (at Titan.) . Fullerton (across from. 
Cal State University Fullerton) Rooml061Room 215 
Pre-Registration Guarantees Space & Outline: s5000 per·Seminar • s45oo Group Rate• 
Registration at the Door (if Space Available): s55oo • The Registration Price for Each Video Seminar is: s25°0 (Half Price) 
(•croup Rate available to groups of 5 who register together at least one week before the desired seminar-.) 
AH Bar Courses are Avalla6le on Cassette Tape wltli. Correspon4ing Outline. Call for Information. Price $59.26 per Set (Includes Sales Tax) 
No TAPE RECORDING PERMITTED • . No EXCEPTIONS MADE 
Endorsed by Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi 
Course Lecturer: 
PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING 
Attorney at Law . • Legal Education Consultant 
For the past thirteen years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal 
career towards the development of legal preparatory seminars designed 
solely to aid Law Students and Bar Candidates in exam writing techniques 
and substantive law. 
Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep . 
Seminars and First, Second and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is 
the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder 
and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars 
involving intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the law student 
to write the superior answer. He is the Founder and Lecturer of LonwShort 
Tenn Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of the 
Perfonnance Examination Writing Manual, the Author of the First Year Essay 
Examination WritingWoi-kbook, the Second Year Essay Examination Writing 
Workbook, and the Third Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook. Tliese 
are available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States. 
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at 
Western State University in fullerton and is currently a Professor at the 
University of West Los Angeles School of Law where he has taught for the 
past eleven years. 
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Form of Payment: D Check D Money Order (Make Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law) D Visa D MasterCard 
Credit Card# Credit Card Expiration Date ____________ _ 
Driver's License # _______ Signature: ___________ Date: _____________ _ 
FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
23166 Los Alisos Blvd., Suite 238, Mission Viejo, California 92691 . 
California Toll Free: I (800) l.AW EXAM • 714/770-7030 • Fax: 714/454-8556 
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Spotlight is a inontbly look at 
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dents during school and beyond .. SPOTLIGHT Student Organization Reports Pages 14-15 
The Job Market for New Russia/Poland By Charles Bouldin 
As was suggested in last month's issue 
of Motions, Russia and Poland's societies 
can be represented by -a weather forecast 
Attorneys 
analogy. In the case of Poland, the weather By Laleaque Grad 
there is mostly sunny, with occasional rain. Any law student who has tried to get · 
. Following on the heels of Russia, Po- a job recently knows that the jobs 
lartd seemed positively buoyant and cheery_ are scarce, very scarce. The job 
The thing one noticed immediately was the market for law school graduates of the class 
presence of families and children. Smiling of 1993 was the worst it had been since the 
faces noisily passed me ~s school outings 1970's. Fortunately, the market appears to 
went here, there and everywhere. Sundays be slowly picking up. 
were remarkable in that three and four gen- According to the National Association 
erations would go for walk~ together after for Law School Placement, six months af-
attending church: Supposedly 30% of Po- ter graduation, 21.4 percent of the law 
land attends ·church weekly. People then school class of 1993 in California were 
congregated at open air markets, weddi.ngs, unemployed, and 36 percent had not found 
and excursions to the beach. full time legal work. The class of 1993 is 
The Polish people take pride in their the most recent class for which tracking 
being well read. Bookstores abound, and a statistics are available. 
_ majority of what is av!lilable in bookstores Between 1983 and 1990, 89 percent of 
here has been translated into Polish. law school graduates nation-wide were able 
Class was held in the Law School build- to find work within six months of gradua-
lng of Warsaw University. One 'course was tion. In 1993, the nationafaverage for find-
comparative in nature, East European Public ing employment within six months after 
International Law, and the second was a stra- graduation was 83 percent and the average in 
tegic level practice oriented course on East/ California was only 77 percent. 
West Trade _Law. Two Warsaw Law Profes- In the wake of the bleak statistics gener-
sors, US and Polish attorneys from US firms, ated by the class of 1993, the job market does 
the·Warsaw Law School Dean, and a Polish appear to be slowly picking up, according to 
Constitutional <::;ourt Justice presented' lee-. Care~r Services Director Susan Benson. 
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1993 Employment Breakdown 
LOCATION OF PRACTICE 
West Cocast 77.0% 
Scan Diego Sl.9% 
l.Os Angeles 10.9% 
Orcaage County 6.0% 
acay Areca -6.4% 
Other CA - 1.1% 
: tures on various aspects.'ofth<::"PolisiiJegal · _Large Film& _ - - · .. . 
· ·filem .and its ongojng transforfi:J~tfon."~One . · *) ob market.analysts have erojected th~t ,:-
. ' ot the two final eiafusP-q\ieried 'dS ' il"parl "fmany larger'firms are b~gihlling to increas~ ~ ;~ 
about information given in Constitutional " the. number of both, second and third ,yea; - -








1.8% '--~ ;:> ':'"< ~ ~ 
4.6%· -
6.1% 
o.s1' Several lectures in the East/West Trade Benson noted that. the large law firms 
Law course focused on efforts · toward are still not hiring at the rnt~ tJ1ey were in 
privatization. The major vehicJe in Russia the late 1980's. ~'Noone forecasts big bursts 
for this effort was a voucher -type system. of hiring ever again,"-. she stated. Benson 
Poland was more aggressive than Russia, predicts that the trend over the next few 
and was willing to sell some industries out- years will be a pattern of slow growth. 
right, but the pace of privati~tio~ wa8 slowed Therefore,. getting a job with a large firm 
following the last election when many ex- will remain sharply_ copipetitive. 
communists and socialists were elected. Small and Medium Firms 
One of Poland's challenges is to re- GroWth in smaller and medium firms, 
vamp or replace the Communist er~ .Con- where the overwhelming number of USO 
stitution. Many people wish to retain some law graduates have traditionally worked, 
of the economic and social_ rights "guaran- ' does not seem to be pic15ing up_at the same 
teed" in the Communist Constitution. This rate as the larger firms, according to Benson . 
. is at odds with a rpbust market economy. Many of these firm have not fully re-
This disagreement has paralyzed the ef- covered fi:om the _effects of the economic 
forts at constitutional reform. downturn of the past few years and are 
. Another disagreement is over the pri- being very conservative in their hiring. It 
brity of environmental regulation and clean is common for the smaller and medium 
up. The Communist Era left behind a legacy · firms to wait for bar results before they 
of vast amounts of toxic waste and sys- make offers for permanent positions. 
ter:riic industrial pollution. Criminal Prosecution 
. One solution is the seeking of foreign _There has been a significant increase 
investment capital to revitalize and mod- in the number of criminal prosecution posi-
ernize industry. The major source in Eu- tions available. Many of these jobs stem 
rope of foreign investment capital is the for money made available from the crime 
Federal Republic of Germany. This con- bill and the need for additional prosecutors 
fronts Poland with an emotionally charged because of three strikes laws recently en-
dilemma. Poles have not forgotten acted in California and many other states. 
Auschwitz, Birkenau, nor the Warsaw Networking 
Ghetto. Many Poles bear the marks of the According to Benson, networking is still 
cruelty of Nazi Germany. Germany, by the most common waypeople get jobs. 
subsuming itself in the European Union Benson noted that networking does not nec-
and with NATO, has presented itself as a essarily entail gather lists of potential con-
nation converted to the cause of peace. tacts to methodically call. In fact, many of 
Poland has difficulty in coming to grips the most effective networking occurs in in-
with a "pacific"Germany. formal environments such as on the basket-
. Poland also has problems in coming to ball court, in the gym or at social functions. 
grips with the additional freedoms and re- Benson described the story of a 
sponsibilities which are a facet of a market USO Law graduate who was offered a 
economy. Embezzlement, ponzi schemes, positon through his contacts with his 
illegal dumping of foreign toxic waste, neighborhood garbage collector who 
copyright infringements all serve to drain hooked the student up with a neighbor 
confidence as well as money from Poland. . who was an attorney seeking to hire an 
(Please turn to page 13) associate. 
-other-
Kids' Plates A ·success 
For Children's Advocacy 
·Institute (CAI) 
By James Kuperstein 
California license plates with a dis-
tinctive hand, star, plus or heart symbol 
-recently seen around the law school park-
ing lot are part of a successful program 
sponsored by the Children's Advocacy In-
stitute to fund children's programs through- . 
out California. 
In 1992 CAI sponsered a broad sweep-
ing bill (AB 3087, Speier) for improving 
the health and safety of licensed child 
care facilities. According to Professor 
Robert 'Fellmeth, Director of CAI, the · 
bill was greatly needed. Certain politi-
cians were threatening to end unan-
nounced inspections of child care facili-
ties which would have meant that dog 
kennels would be inspected more fre-
quently than child care facilities in the 
state of California. 
However, 1992 was a very tight fiscal 
year for the state. It soon became obvious 
that the health and safety bill 'would fail · 
unless it was modified to create its own 
source of revenue. 
From this early genesis came the idea, 
originally from CAI lobbyist Steve Bar-
row, for the California Kids' Plates Pro-
gram. The OMV was, however, very resis-
' tant to the idea of i;:reating yet another de-
signer license plate, and would only agree 
to undertake the necessary re-tooling if 
5,000 plates were sold in advance. CAI 
was able to convince individuals and orga-
nizations to purchase 3,500 of the~ plates. 
The remaining 1,5_00 plates and more were 
purchased in blocks with -donations and 
given away to students, faculty, staff_and 
other interested members of the public. · The 
goal of 5,000 was easily surpassed and the 
plates were produced and delivered by-the 
OMV. 
According to Fellmeth the plates 
are slowly_ becoming a success. Due 
to re-tooling costs the money gener-
ated this year is not clear. In succeed~ 
ing years the plates should produce 
over one million dollars and as much 
as 20 million ifthe plates are promoted 
properly. The money will be 'used to 
finance various children's programs 
throughout the . state including child 
care licensing and enforcement, child 
abuse .prevention, lead poisoning pre-
vention and fire and drowning safety 
programs. Thus far between 7,000 and 
8,000 plates have been ordered, many 
by the USO Law School Community. 
\ . 
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What is the Internet? It is simply a 
term which describes a network of net-
works that span the globe. Internet itself 
does not exist, there is no owner or supervi-
sor. It is comprised of educational, mili-
tary, governmental and commercial net-
works. 
Internet is an outgrowth of the Depart-
ment of Defense's efforts in the 1950s and 
1960s to provide a computer communica-
tions network that would be difficult to 
wipe out during a nuclear attack. This 
·planning resulted in a decentralized net-
work filled with redundant links. Networks 
with names like ARP Anet, Milnet, NSF net, · 
USEnet, and CSUnet indicate the link across 
which traffic flows. 
Not all of these networks speak the 
same language. Many networks "speak" 
unix, others Novell, while others speak truly 
arcane languages. Special software had to 
be written on each of these networks to 
enable them to communicate with each 
other. 
The result of this is that electronic mail 
(email) is very easy to send, pictures (bina-
ries) and executables (programs) are more 
of a problem. 
Some of you just want to know what is 
in it for you. Using the Internet is like 
using the phone, the wordprocessor,. Lexis 
and Westlaw: all are tools designed to 
By Charles Bouldin 
make you more productive. These tools 
are methods of getting information to you 
faster and in a form you desire. 
Getting· and moving information about 
is where the Internet can be useful, You 
can access the Internet to find a job, hear 
the latest news or legal theories, to obtain 
leads in pursuing a certain topic or simply 
to communicate with others who are simi-
larly situated (profession, education, etc.). 
For example, I am using the Internet to 
research the Czech Republic's positioning 
for entry into the European Union. I con-
nect to sites across Europe, reading and 
downloading documents, and finding leads. 
I also read netnews to keep up on the day's 
events in the EU and the Czech Republic. 
Radio Free Europe, Reuters, AP, and oth-
ers post news on what is happening. On a 
more important note, my wife and I ex-
change email at least twice a day, 
Many governmental organizations have 
made available through the Internet their 
decisions, findings, etc. The California Leg-
islature, some members of Congress, the 
Library of Congress, NA TO and the Euro-
pean Union have documents available 
through the Internet. Every new law passed 
by the California legislature is made avail-
able, with the legislative history attached. 
The Library of Congress. has multime-
dia presentations available via World Wide 
Web (WWW). This is a type of data re-
trieval process that portrays information via 
a graphical user interface as opposed to just 
straight text. It has pictures and highlighted 
info you can click on to view related infor-
mation. You will need a program like Mo-
Read the paper that covers the law bet-
ter than any other source: the Los Angeles 
Daily Journal. 
Right now students get half off the regu-
lar subscription rate, Just return this coupon 
with a copy of your valid student lD. 
Join the legal community while yo_u're 
still at USD. Subscribe to the 
Los Angeles Daily Journal. 
_saic on your home machine to view it. You 
can also view and listen to travel dialogues, 
pictures,art, music from budding to well 
established groups ranging from folk to 
classical to Jazz to Heavy Metal to New 
Age. 
How do you get access? First, you 
must have access to a computer either via 
the university or from home. · If it is from 
home, you need to have in addition to a 
basic system a modem and communica-
tions software. Lexis and Westlaw soft- . 
ware are not able to do this for you. Com-
munications software should cost under a · 
hundred dollars. Faster modems means 
that you can download your data in less 
time. Twenty pages from Westlaw may 
take a half an hour at 2400 baud. At 14,400 
baud, it takes approximately six minutes. 
Another reason to buy the fastest modem is 
so that you can run programs like Mosaic, 
giving you all the Internet has to offer in 
near real time. 
The easiest way for law students is 
through the university. The cost is right: 
free. If you do not already have an ac-
count, stop by Academic Computing Ser-
vices in Serra Hall and give them your 
student identification number and your full 
name. Stop by the following business day 
and sign the form on which you swear to be 
good. Hand back the top copy, keep the 
bottom copy. This piece of paper has your 
account name and your password on it. 
For those who want more than what is 
offered by USD, or if you are ~ot a student, 
check out the various commercial service 
providers. These range from local to 
(inter)national: CTS, · Compuserve, 
MCIMail, Amercia-Online, etc: The prices 
. vary depending on the type of access you 
want. Bare bones, just email, starts around 
~ight dollars a month. Deluxe access at 
high speeds can exceed sixty dollars a month. 
There are many books and other refer-
ences available in libraries and bookstores. 
I am cheap, so I check the libraries and read 
newsgroups on the Internet for answers. 
The San Diego Computer Fair shows 
what's hot this Fall · 
You have money burning a hole in your 
pocket and your computer is feeling ne-
glected. What do you do? The San Diego 
Computer Fair showcased· a multitude of 
products vying for your dollar. 
This year CD-ROM is BIG. CD-ROM 
is where data or a program is encoded onto 
a compact disc, like music CDs, and needs 
to be read via a special CD reader. This 
reduces costs for production and for ship-
. ping as well as for docun:ientation. The 
documentation easily fits on the disc, thus 
no tree slaying is necessary. There is soft-
ware to satisfy any desfre. From G rated 
educational software to PG-13 or R rated 
for violent games like Doom II to XXX 
rated Erotica. Make ·sure you buy a triple or 
quadruple speed CD-ROM drive. The older 
ones are just too ·slow! 
Another · big seller .reflects the move 
toward an ergonomic work -environment. 
Wrist pads, mouse r~sts, cantilevered key-
boards with adjustable separ_ation, screen 
(Please turn to page. 14) 
Mail or Fax this 
form today. 
Need more answers? 
Call (619) 232-3486 
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
AGGRESSION AGAINST 
WOMEN AT HOME 
AND ABROAD 
Marcy Kaye Off~rs Lawyers 
Perspective On Sexual 
Harassment re ported form of harassment is repeated 
By Andy Smith . comments made directly to women re 
By Jennifer Brobst "A passion for what you do" that's garding their breasts or other body parts. 
With regard to how male what an attorney needs who represents vie- Ms. Kaye stated that an overwhelming 
strangers treat women, my experi- tims of sexual discrimination according to majority of the employees who bring sexual 
ences abroad have felt far more Marcy Kaye, Esq. She should know. One harassment claims are women. She at-
threatening than my experiences of the featured lecturers at the October 29 tributes this primarily to the current nature 
at home in the US -- at least more Continuing Legal Education workshop en- of the organizational hierarchy in the work-
openly threatening. Part of the titl~d Sexual Harassment in the Workplace, place. As demographics shift and more 
reason, I'm sure, is that I have Ms. Kaye has been representing victims of women move into positions of power and 
often been alone and without much sexual harassment for the past three years. authority Ms. Kaye believes there will be 
money when living ·or traveling She is a graduate of Western State Univer- more harassment claims made by nien. She 
abroad. Other reasons include Ian- sity, College of Law and has been practic- speculates however, that men will not be 
guage and cultural uncertainties. I like to the European Court of Justice are now lit- ing law in San Diego since 1989. victims of sexual harassment nearly as fre-
know what's being said about me and what erally forcing the UK to step up the pace, The Equal Employment Opportunity quently as women due to the less aggres-
it means. including activity regarding the rights of Commission has identified two indepen- sive nature of women. . 
The most violently aggressive experi- women victims of violence and aggression_ dent elements which define sexual harass- Ms. Kaye estimates that ninety percent 
ences I've had abroad took place in Israel In over three years in Africa I have ment. The first _element is one of quid pro of her cases are settled prior to trial. Usu-
in the late 1980s. I remember being in the never had a physical confrontation with a quo. It boils down to an exchange of some ally, employers settle to avoid the riegative · 
middle of a packed street comer in Tel male stranger, but I've had plenty of sexist type of sexual act for a job, promotion, or publicity associated with a trial. The vic-
Aviv waiting for a light to change, when a verbal abuse heaped on me. Most South raise, etc. The second element, more nebu- tims typically seek compensation for medi-
short stocky Israeli started up a conversa- African men of all color simply smiled and lous than quid pro quo, is categorized as a cal and psychological treatment, if appro-
tion with me in English while standing very waved, or the favorite line on the street was "hostile work environment." This hostjle priate, punitive damages and some type of 
close to me. When I didn't say inuch to "I like your style.'' Ittook me ages to environment includes, but is not limited to, disciplinary action againstthe individual(s) 
· him he immediately started screaming figure out that that wasn't really a compli~ sexual comments made directly to you or . accused of the harassment. A surprising 
"bitch" and "whore" and waving his arms ment. ·However, it seems funny to me now, . around you, physical touching, and por number of the individuals accused of ha-
at my face. The crowd of business people but there used to be at least eight trash men, nographic pictures displayed at the work rassment have previous complaints filed 
around me turned their backs· arid stepped all black, hanging on the side of the trash place. against them at the same company. . In 
about five feet away, nearly into the street. truck on my route to ·campus, who would In the most recent Supreme Court de- these cases the punitive damages can be 
I yelled back "leave me alone" at the top of not stop yelling sexually explicit comments cision on sexual harassment, Harris v. Fork- quite substantial since the goal is to punish 
my lungs and walked as firmly and deliber- at.me until I would be at the point of tears. lift Systems (114 S.Ct. 367), published in ·the company and prevent future incidents. 
ately as possible across the street and into a More disturbing to me was being told dur- November, 1993, the court held that the Often included in the terms of the settle-
. bank, not feeling . very safe at all. During ing political conversations in the apartheid actions did not have to affect the employee's ment is some type of disciplinary action 
my stay in Israel, more men made aggres- years by many (not all) male_bJac.k ,'!¢tivist . psychological well being to constitute ha- taken against the individual harasser. ·Ms. 
< ·"" ·-·:-sive an'd insulting.,Cat::-cails:to.~w0inen~thali:: ANOfrienas that'woQj!:fn~weJ'~~nti.feqiiaJ!to ~.: rassment':, The ruling~·was significant' be~ -~.~ Kaye indi_cated •thauhe, discipline."~an in~; 
I've-ever seen, and they were often very men and did not deserye an equai plac:e'in cause the court established that the em- · dude termination, a written reprimand per-
physical by brushing up against women, society. A comm<?.Jl'yiew::often S)?Ofenby . ployee has a right to be provided, by his or manentlyplacediritheindividual'sperson-
toucl)ing them, and cornering them. ·One white male students'Was thattl;ie only value hei employ~r, ii ;.ho~tile free work environ~ nel file, financial payments made by the 
American student said she found a stranger in a woman haviifga univer8ity' education ment. Furthermoi:e; an"empl(>yee's discom- individual to the plaintiff, mandatory psy-
crawling into her sleeping bag on.top of her was that she wovld ·· be. well spoken as. a/ fort at work was sufficient, independent of chological counseling and mandatory at-
in the middle of the night at the beach, even wife, for of course she would not be. itl~ psychological manifestations, to prove· ha- tendance at sexual harassment and discrimi-
though she was there with a large group of lowed to work. · Apartheid was really good rassment through the hostile work environ- nation workshops. 
fnend_s. Another friend, hitchhiking, was at encouraging everybody to look around ment prong of the test. Often, however Ms. Kaye's advice to men, who often 
forcibly taken onto a dirt road and into the for any group they could step on, for the ·there are psychological as well as physical act surprised that their . words or actions · 
. middle of a field of com_ All of these purpose of making themselves feel supe- manifestations of harassment.. Cur c(juld b~ found offensive, ask yourself if 
friends successfully fended the men off. 
By the end, l was screaming "just back off' 
in Hebrew at male soldiers with M-16s. 
In Cairo, the public gender divisions 
were stark. In the summer evenings, masses 
of people strolled and talked along the 
bridges and streets, but nearly always in 
groups of men or women_ On the first 
night, my friends and I, both male and 
female, ignorantly emerged in shorts and 
were continuously jeered at and humiliated 
publicly for not covering up our nudity. 
Interestingly, I. got a lot of derisive looks 
and calls from the men, but no one touched 
me or even acted as if they thought about it. 
Perhaps this was due to strict adherence to 
Moslem social tenets. 
Mexican and Italian men on the street 
seem polite to me, and if anything have 
basically ignored me, which is nice. In 
fact, men in Mexico are some of the warm-
est and most gentlemanly men I have ever 
come across. 
In London, my greatest fear seems to 
be public transportation, and centers on 
either skinheads on the trains and buses, or 
aggressive and mentally ill homeless in the 
underground walkways. These fears rap- . 
idly evaporate as I move out of the city, 
and I have been fortunate enough to have 
never had any personal confrontations in 
over a year living and commuting there. I 
say this everi after a summer with the Crown 
Prosecution Service, when I spent a lot of 
time with some pretty heavy criminal ele-
ments. Nonetheless, it is well known in the 
UK that the absence of a constitution makes 
it more difficult to ensure the equal rights 
of women. The European Parliament and 
nor. 
Col cir could not be separated from gen-
der in South Africa. More than once dur-
ing my walks, black men would suddenly 
piss in front of me, and I knew they waited 
until I got there, not only because I was 
white, but also because I was a woman. 
Black women were often at odds with their 
white sisters on these issues, because they 
related far more extreme stories of physical 
abuse. At Natal University one weekend 
night in 1989, for example, one male dorm 
of all black students stormed and raped a 
black female donn, and as I recollect the 
men were given a reprimand. Black women 
had and quite likely still have little recourse 
through the police against physical and 
sexual abuse in South Africa, fqr the police 
often just didn't seem to care'. On the other 
hand, when some white Americanfriends . 
and I reported a man masturbating in front 
of us at the beach, the officer's -first ques-
tion was "was he black?" When we said 
no, he WdS white and blond and offensive, 
the officer again did not seem to care. 
My most dangerous experience was 
probably in Belgium, when I was killing 
some time in a public park in Brussels in 
the winter. About a dozen older teenage 
boys, who appeared to be Turkish immi-
grants, swiftly circled me as I was about 30 
feet from the street, yelling and moving in 
closer and closer and brushing against me, 
. touching me. I have never been so scared, 
because of the looks on their faces. I knew 
I was about to be raped, and I couldn't 
speak a word of the language to scream at 
them. Rage welled up inside me, and I 
(Plea.se turn to page JO) 
rently Ms .. Kaye is r.epresehting a client there's 'any way that·what_you are about to 
who obtained her life long "dream job" say or do could offend ,a woman. If the 
right out of college . . The dfeam quickly answer is yes, maybe, or I'm not sure, then 
faded as the client experienced repeated don't say it. Furthermore, she suggests 
sexual harassment. Today, due to the s men shouldn't say or do anything they 
tress she endured at the hands of her em- wouldn't want another man to say or do to 
ployer, the young women has a ruptured their wives, daughters or sisters . . 
blood vessel in her stoma_ch and regularly For students who may be interested in 
coughs up blood. . pursuing a career in the field of sexual 
Ms. Kaye said that she had seen a discrimination, Ms. Kaye recommends hav-
marked increase in the number of sexual ing a passion for what you do. She and 
harassment Claims since the Anita Hill/ most of her colleagues share a strong belief 
Clarence Thomas hearings in October of in every individual's right to a hostile free 
1991. She believes the well publicized hear- . work environment and a desire to right the 
ings gave women a voice. Prior to the wrongs that exist in the workplace today. 
hearings many women were experiencing . The field requires a passion because of the 
sexual harassment, but did not know what "cutting edge" nature of the subject, the 
to name it, or even that it was considered prodigious amount of research, the slow-
wrong under the law. The most commonly ness and paucity of legislative action, the 
My boss isn't that 
.repulsive. I have to make 
sacrifices to get ahead 
don't I? 
always present question of liabil-
ity, the fact that evidence is usually 
circum5tantial and the fact that the 
attorney often fronts the cost for 
the case. 
NEXT MONTH'S FEATURE 
TOPIC- 'THE GREAT ESCAPE" 
Submit articles on your favorite 
things to do and places to go to 
get away from law. school and 
streu. 
Drop off your articles or any other 
rubmWioru in Belinda Rachman's 
mailbox or in the MOTIONS mailbox 
outside the WRITS. Submissioru . 
should be on IBM Wordperfect 5.1 or 
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A Supervisor's Experience with Sexual 
Harassment awarded at~ hearing _known as Ca~tain's 
Mast. Dunng Captain's Mast, evtdence. 
By Chris Knight 
When most people think of sexual ha-
rassment, they normally focus on the par-
ties involved: .the victim and the perpetra-
tor. What often gets overlooked is the role 
of the supervisor responsible for in~esti~ 
·. gating the allegations and resolving the situ- . 
ation. The supervisor's actions can define 
the difference between a prompt resolution 
and a protracted, dissatisfying affair. Ev-
eryone remembers the scandal surrounding . 
the U.S. Navy after the 1991 Tailhook As-
sociation convention in Las Vegas. If Lieu-
tenant Paula Coughlin' s supervisor had im-
mediately initiated an investigation, she may 
not have taken her story to the press and the 
incident may not have exploded in the head-
lines across the country. To some, the 
worst part of the scandal was the initial 
attempt to ignore her allegations and sweep 
everything under the rug. Obviously, a 
supervisor's role is important in a sexual 
harassment incident. 
Nick Paul is a first-year law student at 
USD who spent eighteen years in the U.S. 
Navy. During that time, he rose to the 
position of Commanding Officer of a heli-
. copter squadron. His squadron consisted 
of approximately four hundred personnel, 
. of which about eighty were female. As the 
Commanding Officer, he was responsible 
for training his personnel to prevent sexual 
harassment, and dealing with incidents if 
they occurred. The Navy assigns a great 
degree of autonomy, and the correspond-
ing accountability, to its commandip.g of-
ficers. One of the powers a commanding 
officer possesses to maintain discipline is 
the imposition ofNon-Judicial Punishment 
for violations of regulations . This is 
and testimony are presented, and the Com-
manding Officer decides if a violation has 
occurred and what punishment (within the 
allowed guidelines) should be imposed. 
Mr. Paul explained that sexual harass-
ment was uncommon in his squadron, em-
phasizing the professional attitudes of all 
his personnel, but he described two cases 
which were presented to him at Captain's 
Mast. The first case resembled the para- · 
digm incident in which a boss demands 
sex from a subordinate. In the case as 
presented, a young enlisted woman accused 
a Chief Petty Officer. Annual performance 
evaluations were coming due, and the Chief 
Petty ·officer was responsible for writing 
his accuser's. evaluation. There were no 
witnesses, but she claimed that he had im-
plied, through innuendo, something like 
"he would take care of her if she took care 
of him." Because there were no witnesses, 
the case came down to her word against 
his. Chief Petty Officers are generally 
very well respected within the Navy, and 
this man . in particular was not someone 
one would expect to have done such a 
thing, but overall the young enlisted woman 
seemed morebelievable than the Chief Petty 
Officer. 
Mr. Paul explained that the first case 
was the worst incident ever reported to 
him, and that other incidents were much 
more like this second case. This case in-
volved a young enlisted woman, newly 
reported to the squadron, and a junior male 
petty officer who was her co-worker in a 
maintenance and repair workshop. The 
woman was leaning over a work bench, 
with her back to the door, when the junior 
petty officer entered the shop. Seeing some 
Williams v. Saxbe, 413 F.Supp.654 (D.D.C.) 
Retaliatory actions of a supervisor, taken because a female empioyee declined 
his sexual advances, was sex discrimination upder Title VII. '{he court said this 
was a barrier to employment placed on one sex and not the other. 
1981 
Miller v. Bank of America, 600 F.2d 211 (9th Cir.) 
The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that an organization is legally iiable for 
a supervisor's sexual harassment, even ift.he company has a policy forbidding 
. such behavior and upper management did not know about the harassment. 
Bundy v. Jackson, 641 F.2d 934 (C.C.Cir.) · 
A federal appeals court endorsed the EEOC's position that a "sexually hostile · 
environment" (sexual insults and demeaning propositions) violated Title VII, 
regardless of whether the employee lost any tangible job benefits as a result. 
1983 
Priest v. Rotaiy, 98 F.R.D. 75.5, 32 E.P.D., Para 338b, 32-FEP 1064, (U.S . . 
District Court N.CA.) 
The court denied the defendant's motion to have the plaintiff provide a 
detailed history of her relationships with men. It rea.soned that if plaintiffs had to 
disclose intimate aspects of their sex lives, separate from their interactions with 
the alleged sexual harasser, it would discourage them from bringing charges. 
1986 
Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S.57. (U.S. Supreme Court) 
The U. S. Supreme Court addre!:'sed sexual harassment for the first time. It 
. ruled that sexual harassment is a violation of Title VII if the act is unwelcome 
and sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the plaintiffs 
employment and create an abusive working environment. In this case, a female 
employee who had sex with her boss 40 or 50 times because she was afraid of 
losing her job sued for sexual harassment. The Court said the issue wasn't the 
intent behind the boss' behavior, but whether it was unwelcome that was 
significant. The ruling also stated once again that it was not necessary for a 
woman to suffer economic loss to win her case. 
Continu,ed on Page 9 
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other co-workers in the shop, he winked at 
them and, approaching from behind, made 
a quick pelvic thrust in the direction of the 
woman, still bent over the bench concen-
trating on her work. She did not see the act, 
and it was only reported because one of the 
witnesses told his Chief Petty Officer about 
it and the Chief Petty Officer reported it to 
Nick. At Captain's Mast, the young man 
admitted he knew what he did was wrong, 
but that he ''just wasn't thinking." 
Because swift action was taken on each 
of these incidents, fair results were achieved. · 
Further, everyone saw that improper be-
havior would not be tolerated by the Com-
manding Officer. Nick explained that atti-
tudes toward women had changed during 
his eighteen ·years in the Navy, and that 
strong leadership was responsible for mak-
ing those changes. New attitudes have been 
.developing for a long time, and the inci-
dents at the Tailhook convention in 1991, 
mess now! 
'--.,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~--..J 
while drawing national attention, were not for conduct, to hold his subordinates to that 
the catalyst. Mr. Paul said that he believes standard, and to lea~ through personal ex-
a supervisor's role must be to set a standard ample. 
It Could Happen · to 
You! 
ments and that he should stop making them. · 
He did. Great, I thought. The problem is 
solved. Wrong. 
I began to get seriously concerned when 
By Alison Cohen he asked me to go with him to a "business 
This summer I held a wide variety of meeting". The pretense was that we were job titles. I was a consumer affairs to meet another lawyer and a paralegal at a representative for a major corpora~ restaurant for a drink to ·discuss a case. 
tion, a bookseller, and a major league base- Fool that I am, I went. The "drink" was 
ball mascot. Please note that none of these actually dinner. The "lawyer and parale~ 
was a job specifically in the legal field. gal" were also a married couple not con-
When I finally got a phone call from an nected to the case. It shouldn. ' t surprise 
attorney whom I had sent a resume to, I wa~ anyone that the case wasn.'t even discussed. 
ecstatic. A chance to prove myself to the Now, I wonder why. I didn' t just walk out. 
legal community of San Diego. It was even I didn't. I stayed partly I think because I 
more thrilling when the attorney wanted thought it would be rude to just walk .out. · 
me~~o .wory-or .him. ~~ ·.., 1,..!i';,;· t, "">;; ~:. _,,.,_,.., "'~_CI;h~n~k~rAfom .i,.:'~·fu:t.it,;i~~~ ... <!!k2~g.Jrt!9" 
· <Wbat wash'tthrillmgwiis what hapj)ened ·· tell h,im I .didn't appreciate being' Ip.isled 
to me in the week that I was working for him. that way. He said it wouldn't happen again. 
J was sexually harassed. Justnow, as I wrote My employment ended the next day. 
that sentence, several feelings simultaneously He called me to ask me to come to the 
ran through my body. I feel embarrassed: I . office afteF I finished iny other 8-5 job. 
feel people will eitherlaugh at me or call me The reason allegedly was to work on this 
a liar. I feel doubt whether or not it was my "essential" motion. Like a lamb to the 
own fault. I wonder how I could've been so slaughter, I went. We did work for about 
stupid; Basically, I feel what every other 20 minutes, then he had something to show 
person who has been sexually harassed has me he said. It was a car. No biggie, I 
felt. The saddest part is that . rationally, I thought. Then I insisted I had to leave. 
know that none of these feelings have any "Let me walk you to your car", he said. I 
truth to them. I am not stupid and I am not to · let him, not being able to think of a reason 
blame. But, these feelings are there. other than I don't want you to . . When we 
My story is probably very mundane were in the dark parking lot, I said good-
compared to people who stay at a. job for · night. ''Is that how you say good-bye?", he 
years and face harassment on a daily basis. gestured with his arms open. A hug I 
I got out early. I'd like to say that there thought I could deal with, rather than of-
werert't any warning signs initially, and that fending my boss. Once l hugged . him, 
this attorneys actions-were a complete sur- that's all she wrote. The next thing I know, 
pnse, but there were signs which I didn't thismanhadputhishandsinplaceshewasn't 
see or chose to ignore. After all, these sorts invited, and his tongue was in my mouth. 
of things don't go on in law offices; and I was able to pry myself out of his 
certainly not to someone like me. Wrong. clutches, and put distance between us w~ile 
During the interview, this attorney spent I told him never to try it again. He apolo-
a great deal of time on the telephone. While gized, bl!t laughed and said that I'd "come 
he was talking, I occupied myself by look- around". I left feeling dirty, stUpid; help-
ing at the things on the walls. Every time I less and scared out of my mind. After that I 
looked over at him, he was looking at me felt angry. The sad part .is that I wasn' t 
with a smirk on his face. I felt rather un- angry at him, I was angry with myself . . 
comfortable, so after a while I simply sat in I almost couldn't bring myself to write 
a comer and looked at one of his books. this story. To dredge up all ofthOse feelings . 
When he finally got off of the phone, he again is not high on my list of things to do. I 
informed me that he would have a hard wrote this because l felt that it was important 
time if he hired me. I asked why was that: . to put a name and face on sexual harassment. 
He replied that with my figure and legs he It happens to some of the most _unlikeliest 
would have a hard time concentrating on people. It could even happen to you. 
work. Even at that time I thought this was 
way out ofline from a man I didn't know. I 
rationalized to myself that maybe this was 
just his sense of humor. I didn't pursue the 
subject further. I wanted this job. Now I 
realize that he knew that too. 
The next few days consisted of off the 
cuff remarks about my cleavage, legs and 
buttocks. I learned that it was ok ifl talked . 
back to him when I finally exploded I told 
him exactly what I thought of his com-
The average Jury Verdict for 
sexual harassment is $495,000. 
Plaintiffs are successful in 56% 
of the cases. 
/ 
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Thf! Cost of Sexual Harassment To The New 
Six Million Dollar Man 
By Elizabeth Cutright 
The recent six million dollar jury 
award in Weeks v. Baker and McKenzie 
sent a message_ loud and clear to employ-
ers: sexual harassment can cost, -big time! 
Ever since Anita Hill, sexual harassment 
has taken the spotlight, dominating conver-
isolation coupled with a general distrust of 
others. 
Dr. Harris and other psychologists use 
these guidelines in order to gauge how ex-
tensive. the psychological effects are and 
what course of action is needed. Harris 
c:o -
sation in offices, 
boardrooms and 
talk shows all over 
the country. In re-
sponse, U.S.D. 's 
school of law 
hosted . a CLE 
Seminar on sexual 
harassment in the 
workplace. Dr. 
Gloria Harris and 
Dr. David Tansey, 
co-di rectors of 
San Diego Anti-
harassment Ser-
vices, are · two of 
the experts in the 
field who partici-
pated in the event 
that took place on 
Saturday October 




cal aspects of 
sexual harassment 
and the measures 
Future Baker & _McKenzie partner 
employers can take to make sure they do claimsj hat these psychological effects can 
not find themselves at the wrong end of a be severe . . The victim in the nationally 
mill.on dollar jury award. · · publicized· "Tailhook Scandal" -has been 
· · Dr.· Harris is _a clinical.p~ychiatrist fquIJd-!<;> bave_symptoqi!' o_fPo~t Traumatic _ 
wfi'o, alongfwitfi' cr~ati'n1} and 'cnldirecling~ .. Stress=Disorder; a psychbloglcal 'problem 
the San Diego Anti-harassment Services, . usually found in Vietnam veterans. . As 
acts as an expert witness in sexual harass- the_se psychological difficultfos prove, the 
_ nient cases, and is . also OD · the board of repei"CUliSions felt by, victims of sexual ha-
several committees, including the the San fclSsment continue_ long after the initial ac• 
Diego County Commission qn the Status of ti on ends. 
Womenand the the San Diego Psychologi- Harris also discussed the prevention 
cal Association. Dr. Harris recently testi- and action against se~ual harassment in the . 
tied for the defense in the Weeks trial. Jn workplace . . California law calls for every 
an interview wfth Harris, she noted . employer to have a sexual hara_ssmentp0licy 
thatalthough the actual defendant in the " which must include: an express statement 
case was undoubtedly guilty of sexual ha- prohibiting sexual harassment, a definition 
rassment, the finri had taken adequate mea- and ~xemplification of sexual harassment, 
sures once notified of the problem. As a a complaint procedure, a promise of confi-
- result, -Harris found the punitive damages dentiality, and a detail of the corrective 
of six million dollars to be exorbitant and measures that will be taken. This serves as 
unjustified. She blames the award on the an insurance policy for the employer. If 
general hostility felt by the jury and the each of the stipulations have been met, the 
public as a whole, against big law firms. employer has a viable defense in a sexual 
Harris's lecture dealt with the psy- harrasment suit brought against-the com-
chological aftermath experienced by a vie- pany for one of its employees actions. The 
tim of sexual harassment. She focused on problem of course is guaranteeing and prov-
five psychological effects of sexual harass- ing that the policy has been unde_rstood by, 
ment. The first is work related: a victim of employees and upheld by employers. One 
· sexual harassment tends to experience an way to accomplish this is participation in . 
inability to concentrate on or finish work . the diversion program at San Diego Anti 
projects, combined with a decrease in mo- harassment Services. 
tivation and an increase in uncertainty in · San Diego Anti-harrasment Services 
personal competence. Absenteeism may offers training, consultation and counsel-
result which could detrimentally effect the ing on sexual harassment in the workplace. 
victim's job security. Two other effects of One of its most important and unique fea-
sexual harassment that Harris finds in many tures is the diversion program. "The diver-
victims are the emotional and physical re- sion program offers an alternative form of 
actions. The victim's general emotional corrective action intended to rehabilitate 
reaction ranges from anger to fear to em- the accused offender," says Harris. The 
barrassment. Tension headaches, stomach program is overseen by Dr. Harris and Dr. 
complaints and fatigue are some of the Tansey, and offers a program including 
physical manifestations of sexual twelve hours of training and sixteen hours 
harrasment seen in victims. these are tan- of one on one counseling. 
gible results which can be held up to ·estab- Dr. Tansey also participated in the . 
lish that the harassment has had a detrimen- CLE seminar by delivering a speech focus-
tal effect on the victim. ing on how employers can take action to 
The other two effects are less tangible, prevent sexual harassment in the workplace. 
including a change in self perception. The The diversion program is a good place for 
victim experiences a lack of self confidence companies to start, according to · Tansey, 
and tends to claim responsibility for the because it offers companies a concrete way 
harassment, believing that she or he asked to deal with the problem of sexual harass-
for it. Another psychological effect is a ment. Dr. Tansey has·a background iil busi-
change in how the victim interacts with ness and psychology, making him the per-
others, usually exhibited by an increase in feet training leg of the diversion program. 
The training program focuses on educating 
the offender as to the rules of sexual ha-
rassment. The offender must be shown that 
sexual harassment is illegal, and be trained 
to predict, and thus prevent, behavior that 
is offensive. The offenders finish the pro~ 
to bring the message across, al)~ ab~!.~-· _ --
any ·denial the offender may t,ave towards 
his behavior. According tp Harris, many . 
times the offender is _the fall guy, unaware 
of the sexual harassment policy and un-
likely to -reali:z;e that behavior considered 
appropriate by the offender, may be con-
sidered qffensive by the · recipient. The 
counseling aspect of the program attempts 
gram virtual experts on sexual 
harassment and, says Tansey, 
they can be used by the company 
as resources; training . other em-
ployees about sexual harassment. 
The one on one counseling 
makes the offender aware of what 
constitutes sexual harassment, 
and how to prevent the offensive 
behavior. Sexual harassment is 
generally defined as repeated be-
havior on the part of the offender 
that is unwanted, offensive, and 
sexual in tone. Sexu_;il harass-
ment falls into two major catego-
ries: quid pro quo (the victim is 
asked to do something sexual in 
return for job benefits) and a hos-
tile work environment. The of-
fender is made aware of the 
employer's policy against sexual 
harassment, and how the 
offender's behavior is in viola-
tion of that policy. Tansey and 
Harris use role playing in order 
to draw a clear picture for the offender of 
what sexual harassment actually is, and to 
illustrate how a change in behavior can 
eliminate the threat of harassing behavior. ' 
The diversion program offers a valu-
able service to the community. The pre-
vention of, and efforts to stop, sexual ha-
rassment benefit all involved The offender, 
the employer and the victim all have an 
improved situation. The diversion program 
is unique to Sa.n Diego county, and Harris 
and Tansey believe it is probably unique to 
the rest of the nation as well. The decision 
in the Weeks trial has proven that there is a 
lot to lose in the sexual harassment war. If 
more employers focus on their harassment 
policy and participate jn some sort of train-
ing like the diversion program, sexual 
harrasment may soon be so rare as to be a 
non issue. Then the six million dollar man, 
brought to life in the Weeks trial, will die a 
quiet death; its existence no longer needed. -
A History of Important Sexual Harassment ·cases 
(Continued from previous page) 
.. J 989. . ' -::- : ~, __ .. : >- ;.;-,..,, 
Fisher v. San Pedro Peninsula Hospital. 214 Ca. App. 3d 
590, 262 Cal.Rpter. 842. . . 
While hostile envirorunent sexual harassment had been held to 
violate FederaIJaw under Tide VII, this is the first California 
· aJ'Pellate level Case that determined that the California Fair 
E!11Ployment and Housing Act prohibits hostile environment 
sexual harassment as well. In this case, the Court of Appeals recogniz.ed a "bystander's" 
cause of action for sexual harassment. A nurse sued her employer (a hospital) and her 
supervising doctor. This doctor was accused of physically totiching other nurses (not · 
her), grabbing breasts and making ~xually offensive comments and gestures . 
1991 
Robinson v. Jacksonville Shipyard, 790 F.Supp 1486 (M.D. Fla 1991) 
The plaintiff; a welder at Jacksonville Shipyards in Florida, filed an action under Title 
VII for hostile environment sexual harassment consisting, in large part, of ''visual 
harassment" which was described as the posting of pictures in the workplace of nude and 
serninude women. The U.S. District Court held that such visual depictions encourage 
sexually harassing conduct and violate_ Title VII. · 
Ellison v. Brady, 924-F.2d _972, 54 FEP 1346 
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals determined that because viewpoints differ, 
when a victim is a woman, a "reasonable woman" standard should be used to 
gauge whether a hostile environment is crated. In this case, Ellison had been 
called "supersensitive" by a lower court ruling with regard to her reaction to 
unwelcome love letters from Brady. 
1993 
Harris v. Forklift Systems, 510 US, 126 L Ed 2d 295, J 14 S Ct. 
Th1;: U.S. Supreme Court clarified the type of evidence necessary to support a 
charge of hostile environment sexual harassment. The court said that the 
plaintiff need not suffer psychological injury to prove a case. Tlie Court 
declined to provide a simple defip.ition .of hostile environment sexual harass-
ment, stating that each case turns on its own individual ·facts. 
Mogilefsky v. Levy et al., 93 Daily Jom;nal D.A.R. 15679 
A California Court of Appeals held that homosexual harassment is just as 
illegal as heterosexual harassment, whether based on quid. pro quo, hostile 
work environment or a hybrid of both theories. Both the plaintiff and his male 
. supervisor were employees of the motion picture industry. 
1994 
Kelly~Zyruab v. Wohl Shoe Co .• Inc. 94 Daily Journal D.A.R. 1820 
The Federal District Court of Appeal in California held that if there is harassment of an 
employee by that person's supervisor, there is strict liability regardless of whether the 
employer knew or should have know of the harassment 
I 
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Aggres~ion Against 
Women ... 
(continued from page 7) 
stared down the leader without blink- kind to date, which found that 22.8 % 
ing and with a look of such pure and of the women p.olled had been forced 
unequivocal hatred th_at he stopped the by men to do something sexually that 
group an.d they left. they did riot want to do, usually by 
I love all of the countries I have someone they knew well, were in love 
spoken of, and these experiences I have with or marri~d to; while only 2.8 % · 
described are only a small, · but defi- of the men said that they had ever 
nitely important, part of my time there, forced a woman into a sexual act. The 
far outweighed now in my mind by problem is denial about what consti-
pleasant experiences. I also acknowl- tutes aggressive behavior, and this 
edge that all of the events I have de- problem is clearly universally male. 
scribed take place every day in the US, I imagine most of the men I have 
and some of them have also happened described from around the world con-
to me here, but in my experience not sider themselves decent people. Obvi-
. to the same extent on a day to day ously, many men ·must still learn to 
basis as part of the general urban or understand that approaching women on 
suburban public atmosphere. I think the street in ANY kind of-a sexual. or 
men are . getting it together here and aggressive context is ALWAYS inap-
set a good example internationally, at propriate and often frightening; just as 
least in the public sphere. I'm sur- it is frightening that many men do not 
prised riowadays when I hear a guy ACTIVELY look for consent in a 
catcall a woman on the street in Cali- sexual relationship (waiting for force-
fomia. ful resistance just doesn't cut it). 
On the other hand, The National Women will continue to walk in parks 
Conference on Women and Crime has and travel t.he globe and do their own 
established that wife beating in the US thing in public and at home, of that I 
occurs in more than 50% of all mar- have no doubt. Women will also over-
riages, which creates a different pie- whelmingly continue to prevail in dan-
ture for the private sphere. Foreign gen;ms situations as they always have, 
and immigrant women have an espe- through common sense ·and strength 
cially difficult time in this country be- and rage. It is those men who are · 
cause of language and cultural barri- aggressive, especially physically, who 
ers. To their credit, the police gener- must either learn to contrC>fthemselves 
ally will not turn in a woman to the or be controlled by society~ 
INS when she reports domestic vio-
lence, according to the Family Vio-
lence Prevention Fund. In Callfornia, 
AB 167 was recently passed, sponsored 
by Assemblywoman Dede Alpert. in 
San Diego, which secures $30 million 
for battered women's shelters 'and ·do-
mestic·-'Violen'ce .J>'rrisi'eutJ.an-.::the 0most--:;.; .. 
sweeping· effort this ~·taie bas yet' un-
dertaken against spouse abuse. · 
""":_,~~.; ·-:;.,,_,,,~·· -: ~ , .. ~~· ( !''' 
Interview With A Vampire 
Don't just study during Dead Week . . 
Reserve a few hours to see this long 
awaited movie with your friends at 
GALLSA. Watc.h Sideb·ar fbr details. 
Perhaps most telling is the recent . 
1992 National Opinion Research Cen-
ter study on American sexual practices, 
the most comprehensive study of its 
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Btick to the Drawing 
Bof!!iJ:p.,.'!.,n Civil Rights 
and Donna Pahl or faculty obstruct a fundamental right to 
all ci tizeps. · . 
REEDOM OF SPEECH: "the No one demands that everyone change 
right to express one's thoughts their moral views, although it would not be 
without governmental restric- a bad suggestion to· allow the rights of oth-
ions on he contents thereof, as guaranteed ers to guide our behaviors. We are asking 
by the First Amendment." Winters v. New everyone to adhere to those rights given the 
York, 333 U.S. 507, 509. highest constitutional protection. Perhaps 
One would think everyone at a law we could recommend a scholarly book, 
institution is familiar with the First Amend- Created Equal: Why Gay Rights Matter to 
ment. You would be surprised! Every Sun-
day night a member of the Gay and Lesbian 
Law Students Association (GALLSA) notes 
on the board in each room the general meet- . 
ing times and/or any special events (e.g., 
National Coming Out Day). By Monday, 
they are discriminately erased. 
GALLSA celebrates the freedom and 
rights of sexual orientation. Members are 
gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and straight. Just 
like everyone else, we cherish the right to 
express ourselves. Yet, we cannot help but 
be disappointed to discover that we are 
attending an institution where students and 
America, by Michael Nova. We'd recom-
mend it, that is, if the book can stay in the 
LRC long enough. 
You probably sense some sarcasm. But 
it is truly difficult to ask that our rights be 
protected? All members of marginalized 
groups can understand this. We want to 
avoid estrangement, particularly with those 
who do support the civil rights of all people. 
But please respect our freedom of speech. 
GALLSA thanks those students who 
did show their suppor,t on "National Com-
ing Out Day." Finally, we welcome all 
who would like to attend our meetings ev-
ery Thursday at 4:30 p.m . . In room 314. 
PRO-BONO WORK - NO WONDER 
NO ONE LIKES LAWYERS 
by Pam Scholefield [for a TRO] or not," and he got up froin the 
table. I then explained a few things to her 
I was both anxious and excited about likehowseriousTRO'sai:ebecauseoftheir 
being allowed to work at the Domestic Vio- impact on freedom and this is why a judge 
lence .TRO (temporary restraining order) ·needs to make sure it is really necessary; 
. Clinic downtown. Anxious because I was and ifher ex tries to push' his way in and if 
not sure what types of horrible situations I she.is afraid he might hurt 'her,cshe should 
would be exposed to through the clients, call the police; and; yes·, the police wHl•' ' 
but also excited because I would have the; come even if she doesn't have a restraining · 
,_.opp · nity to use my knowledge of the. order -~gainst the ex; · arid the legal system 
. hi ch as cjt .w~s. after; only:6 weeks of.~ -vdmtslG'a'ie'i'!3:i~\1t11Bt slltefY~J<SfiC ~s~\'!meiiifd:1ib · 
law sehool) to help someone. calm down a: bit andlhe son decided to take 
The Domestic.Violence TRO program the forms with him to conipl'ete at home. 
·at USO started off this year with a very They started to leaviFa:nd as they1Walked 
impressive orientation seminar where we past me, the son touched my shoulder and 
learned the physical, emotional and · legal thanked me for my tie Ip. 
aspects of the terrible cycle of domestic, By now it was two o'clock and the 
violence . . l{elping us understand the emo- attorney said it was time to clo~e down, but 
tional ·trauma the victims go through and we (students) had been told the clinic was 
. how we, as clinic volunteers, can help these open until 3:00. He said . he had heard 
people legally begin the process for protec- something like that but nobody told him 
tion were the main points of the seminar. I the hours had changed so he was leaving. 
was extremely impressed wifh the D.A. rep- The other student was finishing up with his 
resentative and the passion shown by all client when, at 2:05, a young women, vis-
the speakers at the seminar, so it was natu- ibly upset, came to the window and said the 
rat for me to assume that all those involved father of her son had been violent toward 
with the clinic would be just as caring and · her. The attorney instructed me to tell her 
passionate about this social ill. we were closed. It was only 5 minutes after 
My day at the clinic finally arrived. two! The other student, knowing I had not 
There was a very nice a_ttorney there along yet learned how to fil I out the forms, volun-
with one other USO law student. It was the teered to stay with me and help this lady. 
other student's first day too. The nice at- So, the attorney, our "role model," left us 
torney left to be replaced by ... how can I to struggle through the paper work with the 
put this .. . a crusty, old, cynical attorney client. 
who seemed to disregard the psychological Driving back to campus I kept think-
and .emotional trauma the clinic clients go ing, "what ever happened to consideration?" 
through. No, I wasn't thinking about my Contracts 
SMITH'S OUTLINES 
FLASHERS FLASH CARDS 




Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Saturday 
9:00-6:00 
9:00-4:00 
A very meek woman who seemed to assignment, I meant consideration for 
be in her late forties arrived with her 20 people.'s feelings . . In other words, compas-
year old son to seek our help in obtaining a sion. I know this attorney was saqificing 
TRO against her ex-husband. While her his own time, but somehow; in my mind, 
case was not as extreme as many, she was bringing a women to tears and telling an-
obviously distraught and nervous about the other "we're closed';· defeats the whole i.m-
whole ordeal, plus, English was tjot her · derlying p~rpose of having pro-bono legal 
first language. The "seasoned" attorney clinics. Aren't we there to help? Not make · 
was getting nowhere trying to pull infor- things worse? Instill in these people confi-
mation from this women and after a time, dence in the system? Are these just the 
she began to cry. It seemed that being told thoughts of an eager, enthusiasiic first year 
over and over that she "needed more [ vio- law student? During this drive I also began. 
lence examples] to get the judge to go for praying for myself, something I haven't 
it" upset her and agitated her son. I wasn't done for a while since I am basiCally con-
sure whether to Jump in or stand. back. tent with my life. I prayed that, if I am 
. After all, I had only been there for 45 miri- fortunate enough to practice law for a very 
utes and this attorney had been volunteer- long time, I will pever lose the enthusiasm 
ing for years so maybe he knew best. and compassion f have now as a first year 
My heart got the best of me and I law student. . 
jumped in with a question for the client of (P.S. My experience overall was very posi-
my own. The attorney told me "Good ques- tive and most of the individuals involved 
'--------------------------------~ tion, you decide whether she's gofenough with this program are really good.) 
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A man's dreams 
are an index to his 
greatness 
-Z. Rabinowitz OPINION What the ,,.ind of man can conceive aruJ. believe, the mind of man can 
achieve - N. Hill 
From the left . •• 
By Mary P.Daggett 
The gun control debate is a conflict 
between two social policies that are funda-
mental to ~our society: personal liberty and 
public safety. Individual liberty is the core 
of American ideology. However, even 
when the Second Amendment was ratified, 
Americans advocated limiting individual 
liberty when it threatened public safety. 
We cannot and should not take that stand 
now. 
At the heart of the anti-gun control 
argument is the Second Amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States. Those 
who oppose gun control contend that they 
have a Constitutionally protected right to 
- own guns: 
"A well regulated militia, being neces-
sary to the security of a free state, the right 
of the people to keep and bear arms, shall 
not be i,nfringed." The linguistic construc-
tion of the Second Amendment reveals the 
intent of the drafters. 
· The amendment begins by discussing 
the need for a - "well regulated militia." 
Followed by the dependent clause: "being 
necessary to the security·ofa,free state." 
In · l791, there_ was great concern over 
protecting the sovereignty of the states from 
foreign invasion. The drafte~ intended to 
give states t~e right to form a "well (egulated 
- militia" in order to protect theQJSelv~, lltey 
did not intend to extendcto each iridividlial a 
right_ to buy and own guns indiscriminately. 
The second- most frequently promul-
gated argument for owning -guns is to use 
them in sport. However, it is not a right to -
o\vn guns 'for target shooting and hunting. 
If people think it is necessary to shoot tar-
gets competitively, they could join shoot-
ing clµbs. The weapons would be kept at 
the club and they could have free access to 
them for sport. 
In addition, people do not hunt in ur-
ban neighborhoods, so there is no need for 
hunting weapons to be in these neighbor-
hoods. Fire arms could be kept in rural 
compounds where hunting is permitted. 
Sometimes it is necessary to put limitations 
on what are perceived to be "recreational" 
activities, in order to promote public safety. 
guns away from the criminals, there will be 
no need for private citizen's to own fire 
arms to protect themselves. 
Anti-gun control advocates say this is 
naive, that if we enact gun control legisla-
tion, only criminals will have guns. They -
say it is too great a risk. 
It may be true that, for a time, the 
balance of power may be upset. But even-
tually, through attrition, confiscation and 
destruction, we can eliminate fire arms and 
make our society safer. Our risk is greater 
if we continue down the path we are on. 
For the past two hundred years private 
citizens have been permitted to own guns. 
I /,. I 
"1935 will go down in history! For the first 
time, a civiliz.ed nation has fiJJJ gun registration! 
· Our streets will be safer, our police more efli-
cient and the world will follow our lead into the 
future!" - Adolph Hitler 
''Laws that forbid ownership of anns dis-
ann only thoie who are neither inclined, nor 
determined to commit crimes. Such Jaws make 
things worse for the assaulted and better for the 
assailants: They serve rather to encourage than 
to prevent homicides, for an unarmed man may 
be attacked with greater confidence than an 
anned man." - Thomas Jefferson 
Anyone who has watched the news, read . 
of our person. 
The fact is, crime and violence are a 
reality in our society. It is within this con-
text that gun ownership rights have evolved. 
Guns provide every individual with the ul-
timate "equalizer," allowing the most frail, 
aged, decrepit person to protect himself 
against a larger, fiercer, more powerful as-
sailant. In other words, guns level the play-
ing field. Even when the assailant is armed, 
an armed victim has a fighting chance, 
whereas he would have none if neither party 
(or only the assailant) has a gun. Yet, 
somehow liberals think that by disarrrfing 
the victim (and possibly the assailant), they 
are increasing the victim's safety. What 
they are doing is making the victim a "sit-
ting duck." 
Advocates of gtJn control ba8e much 
of their argument on the fallacy that we 
have the police to protect us. What they 
overlook is the fact that the State is under 
no requirement to protect the life, liberty, 
and propertY of individuals against inva-
sion . by pfivate actors. DeShaney v. 
Winnebago County Department of Social 
Services, 489 U.S. 189 (1989). The duty of 
the police is to proteet society as a whole, 
not individuals. Try calling the police when 
you need them, and then call an ambulance and 
Dominos PiZz:a: see who gets there first Whi,e_ 
the poli~ will attempt to apj,r~d the felon 
after the mci this j)rovidCs ·~ comfOrt for the 
victim of a violent crime who may not live to . 
. see justice rendered 
, Research shows that even without firing a 
shot, armed citiz.ensare a deterrent to crime.-In a 
study funded by the U.S. Department of JtNice, · 
Professors James Wright,and Pet.er Rossi ques-
tioned over 1,800 felom serving time in prisons 
across the nation. This study f~ 
85 percent agreed that the "smart 
criminal" will attempt to find out if a -
potential victim is armed 
75 percent felt that burglars avoided. 
occupied dwellings fur fear-ofbelng 
. shot · 
53 percent did not conunit a specific 
crime for fear that the victim was · 
anned 
57 percent of"handgun predamrs" 
were scared off or shot at by anned 
It is not necessary for fire arms to be on 
the streets and in homes where they are inuch 
more. likely to cause injury to an innoce.nt 
party or a loved one than to a criminal. 
society less violent? The answer is a re- the paper, or glanced at the "First Amendment victims. -' · 
Also, it is the gun-toting criminals that 
instill fear in private citizens. If we take the 
sounding "NO!" Board" is aware that gun ow:rlership is a hot 60percentfeltthatthetypicalaiminal 
We have all heard the statistics regard- issue. In this column, I will not attemi)t to feared being sllQt by citizen<; more than 
ing the epidemic of violent crime in America explain the concept of"a well regulated militia" he feared being shot bY police. 
Or the n'ght to "keep and bear arms" embodied (WrightandR"""1 Annedand~Dan-today. Much of this violence is attribut- ~~., ~ 
able to the accessibility of guns, and gun in the Second Amendment. Such issues would gerous: A Survey ofFelons andJheir Fireanm 
control is the socially responsible solution. require more space than this column pennits. (NY: Aldine de Gruyter, 1986)). _C_H_O_O_S_E _  Y_O_U_R_·_, 0- W-N---------. Suffice it to say, oui-libertywasboughtfioman · Oearly,criminals feararmedcitm:m,and · 
oppressive government at the barrel of a guil with good reason. Professor Gary Kleck of 
and our forefuthers understood the importance FloridaStateUniversityestimatesth3tannually, GRADUATION SPEAKER!!!!!!!!! in maintaining this ultimate check against op- between 1,500-2,800feloosarelega1lykilledin 
pression when they drafted the Second Amend- "excusable self-defense" or '~ustifiable" 
By Dean Carrie Wilson 
On page 12, is a list of all of the per-
sons who are currently approved as com-
mencement speakers by the Board of Trust-
ees ofUSD. We have included a brief vita 
for identification purposes. · Dean Strachan 
is, as you read, making contacts· with pros-
pects for this year's commencement. Those 
of you who are not graduating in 1994/95, 
particularly those of you who are currently 
second year day/third year evening students, 
should be looking at this list with an eye 
toward who you want for your commence- , 
ment speaker. We are interested in having 
your input, in order of preference, about . 
who you would like to speak at your com-
. mencement. We are also interested in know-
ing who else you would be interested in 
adding to the list. As the approval process 
is long and laborious, the sooner we have 
names to add, the sooner we can get them 
into the system. We are even willing to do 
all the background research required to sub-
mit the names. 
Please let your preferences be known! 
You can write down your ideas and give 
them to your SBA representative or to any 
member of-the Faculty/Student Relations 
Com!llittee: Professors Heiser, Comia, 
Engfolt, Friedman, Lawrence, Levor, 
Morris, and Roche; Students Chris Ferrante 
and Karla Goltman; and Assistant Dean 
Wilson (she even has a hanging file in the 
"mailbox" filing cabinet). · 
(List appears on page 12) 
ment. Nor will I delve into the ineffectiveness .shootings by civilians, and more than 8,000 
of firearms bans in feducing either crime or the additional felom are wounded Of course, these 
ability of criminals to obtain guns. The rampant figures do not include the number of felons that 
mwder rates in states with gun control speak for are scared off by warning shots. Gary Kleck 
themselves(200°/oincreasein WashingtonD.C. "Crime Control Through the Private Use of 
following a handgun ban as opposed to a 100/o - Anne<! Force," 35 Social Problems 1 (1988). 
increase nationwide over the same period-NRA Kleck also Estimates thatnearly~50,000_~ 
InstituteforLegislativeAction, TenMythsAbout cans use~ for ~on fiom cru:rn-
Gun Control). Instead, my argwnent is ba.5ed nals annually, with an additional 300,000 usmg 
on two fundamental premises, grounded in -the rifles for protection. Id 
concept ofliberty: first, everyone has the right There will always be felons who are-~ 
to be secure in their person ·and property; sec- · huger ~ stroll~ than the av~e cttu.en. 
ond, everyone has the right to use whatever When pitted agamst such an assUlant, the fit.ct 
means are necessary to protect those rights. thatneitheryounorhehasagunwillworlcinhis 
Thus, when confionted by an aggressor, an fuvor, not yours. If you want to tij> the odds in 
individual has the right to protect himself and _ . your fuvor ~would like~ find~ more about 
others. The law recogniz.es this as the right to tireanm, Nick Caiq>bell ts ~ a gun cl~ 
self defense,· allowing us to meef force with · and can be reached through. his mailbox. · · 
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APPROVED COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS 
for 1996 & 1997 graduating classes 
Public Service 
Robert Adams, recently retired attorney general of New York. 
William Bennett, former Chnnn for the Nat. End. for the Humanities and former Sec. of Ed. 
Henry Cisneros, Secretary for Housing and Urban Development. 
Barry Goldwater, former U.S. Senator from Arizona. · 
Rudolph Guiliani, Mayor of New York City. 
Shirley Hufstedler, former Secretary of Education, now in prhi'ate practice. 
Micky Kantor, United ·States Trade Representative. 
Jack Kemp, former Secretary for Housing and Urban Development. 
Richard Lugar, U.S. Senator from Indiana. 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, U.S. Senator from New York. 
Leon Panetta, Director of th!! Office of Management and Budget. 
Janet Reno, U.S. Attorney General. 
Richard Riordan, Mayor of Los Angeles. 
George Schultz, former Secretary of State. 
Donna Shalala, Director of Health and Human Services. 
Judiciary 
. Armand Arabian, Associate Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
Rose Bird, former Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
Allen Brous.sard, former Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
· Frank Easterbrook, Judge with the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. 
Betty Fletcher, Judge with the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. · 
Ronald George, Associate Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
Judith Kaye, Chief Justice of the New York Court of Appeals. 
Joyce Kennard, Associate Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
. Alex Kozinski, Judge with the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. 
Malcolm Lucas, Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
porothy Nelson, previously approved by the University Senate, re-approval requested 
Edward Panelli, former Associate Justice of the California Supreme Court. 
David Souter, Supreme Court Justice. 
Byron White, former Supreme Court Justice. 
Humanitarians 
Jimmy Carter, former President and humanitarian. 
William H. Gray, President of the United Negro College Fund and former Cotigressman 
Mary Terese Winifred Robinson, President of Ireland. · 
Elie Wiesel, previously approved by the University Senate. -
Academia and Journalism « 
Derck Brok, President of Harvard University. 
Guido Calabresi, Dean of Yale Law School. 
Benno Schmidt, former President of Yale University, Former Dean of Columbia Law School. 
Ronald Coase,.1991 winner of the Nobel Prize for Economics.) 
Michael JoSc;phson, founder of the non-profit Josephson Institute of Ethics in L<;>s. Angeles. 
Ninl} Toten berg, Legal Affairs correspondent for N,at. Pub. Rad~o and the.McNeil/ 





This letter responds to the column, 
"Stinky's Bar Review", which appeared in 
the October 5, 1994 edition of"Motions." 
ACCOMMODKI'IONS 
ISNT ALWAYS AN 
ACCOMMODKI'ING 
It is unfortunate that the author of that p RO CESS f 
column continues to exemplify the kind of • 
writing that makes the expression 'journalistic Dear Editor: 
integrity" an oxymoron. Like so many other There seems to be a common miscon-
amateur journalists, he/she (I guess the writer ception among students that receiving ad-
was not anxious to take credit for their "piece" ditional time on examinations is as easy as 
and instead elects to hide behind their pseud- stating to the Records Office or to the As-
onym) has participated in "tabloid" journalism sistant Dean that one has an injury or dis-
by failing to accurately depict facts in favor of ability and requesting that extra time be 
sensationalizing and embellishishing upon hear- given. Would it be that we had such power! 
say and conjecture. In fact, tJ!e process has always been that 
Let me provide the author, who was documentation from a medical professional_ 
undoubtedly a close and personal acquain- is required, and the nature and extent of 
tance of King Maljan, with a few pertinent that documentation is becoming addition-
facts upon which my statements were based. ally complicated. 
Let me also add that the only quote the The Americans with Disability Act 
author ascribed to me was "a lot of people (ADA) requires that reasonable accommo-
think," before assassinating the veracity and dations be given to all persons, students 
motives of the statements I actually gave. included, for disabilities that warrant ac-
The belief that King was suicidal was based commodation. We have instituted a pro-
on his highly erratic behavior, his enhanced cess to determine who will need accommo-
depression, and his . behavior that awful dations and how those accommodations are 
evening. He did no_t merely sh9w up for to be determined. In the case of physical 
work that night. H~ arrived 3 hours late for disability, either permanent or temporary, 
a 5 hour shift. He was not making _atty we require that medical documentati_on be 
sense in his conv.ersations with us that provided to us by treating physicians. This 
evening. He also wrqte a cryptic message· documentation must describe the nature and 
on his time. card before leaving that night ·extent of the disability and what accommo-
that simply read "will life continue?" dations are required. In the case of learning 
I did not by my statements indicate disability; the. origin;ll documentation, in-
that we . thought he , en~ered that yard to eluding recommendations pf acco~oda­
draw the officer into shooting him. I did tion, must be provided to our Counseling 
mean for it to reflect a general consensus of Office . . ·The _ Counseling Offi_ce then as-
. opinio9 that King began his spree that even sesses :hoth the qualifications 9f-the person 
_ . . . - . -. , . . -~ ., • . __ , ., . . . _ • , ~ ,. .,_,,._, .. ,.i._, . .. . ,_.;~jth$!i~ii:i~~nti~n9f<Jmwing-some ·l.ci.!1~9( .. "~!tQ- pe_rf-0nned _ th~-,t~~tip.g; :an_<l-pi~gnosis u:uman ·Ri'uLts Act1v1·st L··oo'-s cath<!rticeventmt<;>qccurr.ence. lcertamly ·andthere<;:ommendedaccommodattons. fl j 'l:JlJ . _ ~I would not "glibly" stamp King's death with I have had stpdents com_e in to tell me 
·. · . · . ' • ' . anything. I was asked for an opinion, and a that they can't underst11pd w.hy ,a certain At The Root of Chianas generalfeeling_am~~gthepeople~ho~ew person is receiving additionaltime on an 
· . · "r. and worked with him, and· I provided it. examination; that they are sure one or an-
By John Lemmo 
Roger Maldanado, an internationally 
recognized human rights activist ~ddressed 
a large audience in the Warren Hall faculty 
reading room, last month concerning the 
struggle of . the indigenous peoples of 
Chiapas and its relationship to , Mexican 
politics. Founder of CON PAZ (Non~Gov­
emmental Organizations for Peace in 
Chiapas) and director of S_ocial Services 
Human Rights in Chiapas, Maldanado re-
called his personal experiences in Chiapas, 
placing the events in the larger context of 
Mexican politics and Mexico-U.S. relations, 
and fielding questions from the· audience of 
students, faculty and community members. 
According to Maidonado, the January 
uprising in Chiapas sent a strong political 
message to the other states in Mexico, and 
since then more and more people through-
out Mexico have supported and sympa-
thized with the Zapatistas' struggle against 
- poverty and_political repression. "Mexico 
is trying to find a way to live democracy," 
he said; concerning the political direction 
he sees for Me:<ico in the wake of Chiapas. 
NAFT A may have triggered the upris-
ings of the indigenous peoples, according 
· to Maldanado: "NAFT A sent a death sen-
tence to indigenous groups . . . Economic 
theorists ignore these peoples." He ex-
plained that the land the indigenous peas-
ants ofChiapas and other regions farm and 
live on is the most important element of 
their lives. "It is their identity," saiq 
Maldanado. They could not hold owner-
ship of the land "in the face of the corpo-
rate buyout threat." 
Maldonado presented a video · of the 
first few weeks of the uprising, a period . 
when both the Mexican Government and 
human rights activists were trying to dis-
cover the Zapatistas' agenda. He and oth-
· ers discovered that the Zapati~tas were "not 
an armed group struggling for power," but Let me say th~t I would like to ram that _ other person is "faking" a disability or is 
were simply dema~ding democratic recog:- sanctimonious article right down your · capitalizing on a disability that really isn't 
nition and dialogue with the government throat. Who do you think you are? .How as sertous as it appears to receive e_xtra 
on behalf of the indigenous peoples of well did ' you know him? I worked with time; that students who are receiving extra 
Chiapas. Accm:ding to Mald_anado, _the him for nine months and knew . him for time have told "somebody they know who 
Zapatistas felt that the negleet ofChiapas . three years prior to that, and even I can't told them" that they really don't need the 
by the_ Mexican Government, and the ex- Claim to really know hiin. Everyone at tbe extra time; and'. that they are sure some 
ploitation ofindigenous peasants by wealthy · Pennant, myself inc.luded, has appreciated students who are receiving extra time have 
local officials, had continued for too lqng. th~ genui!le sympathy m~ny have shown, "ho0dwinked" doctors or gotten documen-
"The Zapatistas have an excellent analysis at his funeral, and els~where. However we tation fraudently from a doctor who· is a 
of reality," said Maldonado. are sick and tired of sycophants like your- family friend. Of course, these things would 
The Mexican Government brutally re- self who really never knew or gaye the be v_iolations of the. Ho.nor ~ode and would 
pressed the Zapatistas and indigenous peas- . slightest whit about him and now claim to jeprodize future career plans, 
ant villagers in Chiapas during and after . honor his memory. Where were you at 3 · I am glad to follow up on inquiries which 
the uprising, and the human rights viola- a.m. when we were eating breakfast, listen- give me specific information to work with; un-
ti ons continue to the present, said ing to him talk about his life, the loss of his · fortunately; without something more concrete 
Maldonado. Prior to and after the cease- father, and the way he feels, during that last . in terms of allegations, I have nothing on which -
fire of January 12 this year, the_ Mexican month before his death? I can act. Please keep in mind thatI may know 
army conducted executions, illegal deten- King was a good but troubled man a ~t deal more about a student's medical or 
tions, harassment of human rights· activists who had difficulty adapting his set of val- physical condition than I can disclose to you. _ 
and church supporters, kidnappings and ues to the ma_instream of society. In many Also remember that some students who are 
beatings. "Low intensity warfare is [still ways his values were superior, yet would being accommodated really aren't comfortable 
being] waged against the poor and their be labeled deficient. Regardless, the . Pen- with being perceived by their peers as having a 
allies," he said. nant is a different place without him and he disability and may try to downplay it in conver-
Following international outrage over will be greatly missed. It is unfortunate 8ation. Recent case law interpreting the provi-
Mexico' s brutally repressive response to you missed his eulogy; you like so many sions of the ADA states thatthe persons giving 
the Chiapas uprising, President Salinas others might have learned, as we did, what accommodatjons may not substitute their judg-
called for a cease-fire and negotiations in a special individual he truly was. ment.for what is a reasonable accommodation 
an attempt to salvage Mexico~s desperately I agree that the VISTA article · was for the judgment of a medical professional. 
sought-for image as a modern natjcin ready poorly executed, but your column was far However, ifthere Is evidencethatthe process is 
to enter the so-called "first-world," said worse. King's memory, which you purport being abused, I am certainly in a position to 
Maldonado. to champion, doesn't even rate its own iden- investigate and take action, if warranted Let's 
Maldonado's presentation was spon- tity, it's just another "Stinky's Bar Review." keep the dialogue open. 
sored by La Raza Law Students and the S~, 
Student Bar Association. ;e}f"""L A.A A&U 
For more club news 
please turn ·-to page 
14 
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Woodstock-blech! Never in human history 
has one genera~ion been so narcissistic ... 
The self-righteous, -preening attitude is 
infuriating. -]. Cunningham 
I. 
- --· ---· .. - -- ----~ - " - -------
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Extra-Legal: 
T/1at wllicll llas · 
absolutely notliing 
to do wit/1 tile law. 
(T/1a11k God!) EXTRA LEGAL 
The rewa~as fiJr 
those who persevere 
far exceed the pain 
that must precede 
the victory 
By Wendi Whitmore 
In all my years of education and expe-
rience, I still can't understand nor figure 
out why exactly "they" call our generation, 
my generation of twenty-somethings, Gen-
eration X. Who exactly are "they" anyway 
and why do "they" know so damn much? 
How would "they" like it if I identified 
them by a letter? Or a symbol? Maybe like 
one of these @, or one of these #, or these 
*. Or better yet, let's call them this@#*!. 
That's not a nice way to identify a group of 
people, that's something Woodstock would 
say. So where did·x come from? X + Y = 
Z? If so, where the hell is Y and what does 
Z need from my life? That's why we're all 
so confused and messed up. We've been 
wandering around all our lives looking for 
Y. Help! Oh Y, where are you? Or does.it 
have something to do with Malcolm X? If 
I'm not mistaken, Malcolm was just a wee 
bit older than me, so why does his decision 
to take X as his last name reflect on a whole 
-generation? Are we talking X as in extra? 
Extra what?' -Mayo? Cheese?: Extra large? 
Or ii; it extra specfal; like Mr~ · Rogers would 
· ··' say'!" 'Did ~tlfef liavcr'anY' ·idea-·\vny"lney 
chose "X?" Or was it _ a bad day at the 
"they" household, ·''they" ·had a few too 
many boilermakers the night before and 
couldn't come up with anything better? 
I realiy think that J neeci to know this to 
be a complete human being. 
Then there's the whole baby-buster 
thing. - Baby~busters? Just pecause the 
prior generation is identified as the baby-
boomer-generation doesn't mean we have-
to be baby-busters. What did "they" 
mean by this? Busters? Does this mean 
we beat small children named Mikey in 
the park for splashing water on our brand 
new cleanly washed BMW? (I forgot to 
tell you .... we're all spoiled and 
materialistic ..... gimme gimme gimme). 
Or d9es it mean that we beat up yuppies 
completely unprovoked in the store ev-
ery Sunday morning? They mu-st have 
come up with that term on the day that 
they realized that they now have more 
hair on their backs than on their head 
and that they suddenly have a use for ear 
hair clippers. 
I can understand how they must have 
come up with this superficial and unflat- . 
tering impression. We are the genera-
tion who made famous people like Ma-
donna and that silly fool formally known 
as Prince. I think once he named himself 
a symbol, we should have boycotted his 
albums. But, are these people part of 
Generation X? N-o. They're part of that 
OTHER generation. - We produce songs 
like "I'll Make Love To You" with ly~ics 
like "Throw your clothes on the 
floor .. .l'm gonna take my clothes off, 
too" does this really need t_o be explained? 
Then there's always "Wake me upbefore 
you go go ... " and "When I think about 
you I touch myself.." Or my personal 
favorite "Sometimes I give myself the 
creeps." Not to mention things like John 
Mellencamp's latest "I want you to dance 
naked, but only if you want to." I ask 
you, does anyone dance naked who 
doesn't want to? Nice try John. He was 
shopping for ear hair clippers that day. 
And of course we have the all time fa-
vorites like "All I wanna do is a zoom 
zoom zoom and a boom boom" or "Turn 
around, stick it out, even white boys have 
to shout, baby got back!" We have slang 
words like "phat" and "dope" and "stupid." 
I guess if you only looked this far, you 
might just see an oversexed group of folks 
without much mastery of the English lan-
guage. Don't hate us because we're beauti-
ful! If you look farther, you'll see that the 
reason they could only come up with "Gen-
eration _ X" is because we're versatile and 
unique and they didn't want to put any 
more thought into a better identification for 
us. 
who does it as "someone else's self' ex-
pression instead of self~expression. I . 
also hear, this is just a rumor, that once 
baby-boorners went to college, they could 
get ajob ... even one that paid the bills! It 
seems so outrageous, so I don't know 
that for sure. 
Growing up, we faced challenges that 
were not as prominent in baby-boomer 
times. Wide spread drug and alcohol 
use ... violence ... new and "improved" hate 
groups ... single family households ... no 
family households ... no households. We 
had television _ that showed us how to 
dress, eat, make love and . communi-
cate. No wonder we have so many ba-
bies having babies ... and babies shooting 
Generation X has been labeled as lazy, heroin ... and babies expressing them-
unmotivated, and, as previously mentioned, selves through violence instead of words. 
spoiled and materialistic. We're all cry I had literally ten friends who had babies 
babies that are afraid to work hard and who or abortions by the age of sixteen. TEN. 
don't care about the planet or our fellow I've lost five people to drunk driving, 
man. We are the· television generation. three to drugs, two to guns, and two to 
The M-TV generation. Well, excuse me prison. Of those with whom I graduated 
if I step _on my soapbox, but here I go. from high school, I am one of a handful 
We didn't invent television, sitcoms, M- who graduated from high school and the 
TV, or BMW's for that matter. We were only one who graduated from college. I 
merely subjected to them. We have had was lucky because I got out. I had a 
a lot to deal with. The planet is going to mother who told me I could do anything. 
hell in a handbasket, we have more spe- Some don't. I know that I'm not alone. 
cies of gangs then we have football teams, Many fellow X' ers had similar experi-
and everyone is blaming each other in- ences. 
stead of 'taking responsibility for their I'm not saying that others should feel 
own actions. The sfate of this country is sorry for Generation X. I'm not saying 
scary and bleak and ·out of control. Those that we need more censorship, or less M-
baby-booniers ·protested . Vietnam and TV, or that' television is to blame for 
,;_ critiCized us .' for • n~t protestfog ,_Desert , 0 society'.s woes. l don't think that be- · 
stornf"more ~nthilslasticallf: ' J 'thought '·~cause our parents -got divorced or 0our 
the most important 'thing was tq protest mothers worked that we're all disturbed. 
•''why we were.'figliting, if necessary, not I think it could be a combination of fac-
just · tha-t · · · - tors. Or it could_ be none of. 
we were ,. the above. · r_am saying that 
fighting·. before we succumb to that 
Un fort u- America's living Generations label of Generation X and all 
n a t e I y , · of the negative connotations age on 
sometimes 12131194 that it carries, we should bir:thyears 
war is the rebel! _We deserve credit for 
only way Lost 1883_1900 over 93 facing the challenges and still 
to handle a G.I. 1901_1924 70 to 93 coming through. We're not 
c r i s i s . Silent 1925-1942 5i to 69 lazy or unmotivated. There 
Forgive us Boom 1943_1960 34 to 51 are more X'ers applying to 
for sup- dth 1961_1981 l3to 33 medical school, law school 
porting our Millennial 1982_pres under 13 and going to college than in 
troops and past generations. We've cre-
trying to ated or supported more orga-
stand be- nizations that help with gang 
hind our country. And they say the X violence, drugs, the environment, sexu-
generation doesn't know how to support ality, religion and ethnfo causes than ever · 
a cause! ' before. Women, gays and lesbians, and 
' Previous generations haven't had to all minorities have a loud voice. Kids 
face the things our generation has to face. are finding people to talk to. Recycling 
Kids are dying on the streets, violence is programs are all over the place. We 
out of control, and carrying a weapon is didn't have one big cause like the Viet-
as common in ·some areas as poodle skirts nam war to fight for (or against), but a 
were in the 50s. We've got new drugs hundred other expansive little, or less 
with enticing new names. In past days, dramatic, .or less visible causes. In our 
ine_eting someone whose parents were generation, you can come out of the 
divorced was a shock. Now meeting closet, pierced, bleached, cut, tattooed, 
someone who's parents are still together wearing A.rmani or Levi's, with holes, 
is cause to gasp, "How did they do it?" dirty, smelly, or ragged and still find a 
Television and movies show skinny beau- place to belong and people to love. You 
tiful people who never work but have can be plack, brown, red, yellow, purple, 
zillions of dollars and never use birth green, or white ... Muslim or Buddhist or 
control but never have unwanted preg- Catholic or neo-pagan and still be accepted. 
nancies. Music videos show more skin You can fight your cause quietly or you can 
thansome NC-17 movies. Then we have kick and scream and tattoo it on your fore-
role models like Madonna who seems to head. Generation Xis diverse and expansive 
show that if you can be an insecure, with a thousand forms of self-expression and 
pierced, tattooed, emotionally unstable, · love. Instead of feeling unmotivated_ and 
exhibitionist wom_an with a bad dye job uninspired, I feel excited at what our genera-
and a gold tooth (not to mention really ticin can achieve and interested in learning 
ba,d manners) you can find everlasting about all the other sub-X'ers. So, the next 
fame and fortune. I have no problems time someone calls you a "baby-buster" or 
with piercing, tattooing, painting, dye- talks about poor "Generation X" I want you 
ing, primping, pumping, or decorating. to stand up, throw your head back, and yell 
What I have a problem with is someone "I survived M-TV!" 
I 
· §sk tbc jfubgt 
( iblarbara jfcan jfobnson) -
Q: In your opinion, how has · the O.J. 
Simpson trial and the corresponding news 
coverage affected public opinion about the 
American judicial system? 
A: Judge Robert L. Roberson, Jr., Los 
Angeles Superior Court, Appellate Depart-
ment: "Judicial ethics prohibit judges from com-
menting on pending cases, so I will not com-
ment on that specific case. However, with 
respect to case coverage, the press has demon-
strated a certain amount of carelessness with its 
coverage that reasonably could result in injury 
to a defendant's or a prosecutor's case." 
Q: Do you think judges should be elected 
when voters don't know who they are? 
A: Judge Madge Watai, Los Angeles Supe-
rior Court, Appellate Department: "No, Most 
California judges are initially appointed by 
the Governor and then periodically come up 
for election. Before they are appointed they 
go through a Stringent procedure as to their 
qualffications, and tnat slioulcrsuffice. The 
mere fact that v..Qters are uninformed as to the 
judges on the ballot leads tO the conclusipn 
that the present procedure-is bOth expensive 
and largely meaningless." 
Q: Are the criminals curreritly corning into 
the system more violent _than when you 
-first became a judge? 
A: Judge Barbara Jean Johnson; Los An-
geles Superior Court, Appellate Depart-
ment: "Statistics show teenage violence has 
increased in both quantity and severity since 
I first became a judge 17 years ago. How-
ever, the intense media coverage probably 
makes the incidence of such crime appear 
to the public to appear to be even m0re 
· prevalent. Your generation ofleadei:s bears 
a great burden in analyzing the causes and 
designing the cures. Poverty is not the 
cause or the . Great Depression of the thir-
ties would have yielded a similar result; 
prejudice is not the cause or the Jim Crow 
laws or the internment of the Japanese-Ameri-
cans, to name a few, would have caused our 
statistics to soar. How does one get parents 
to teach moral values to children? How <foes 
one protect children from unwholesome ex-
periences and materials? How does one get 
parents to be loving and wise?" 
POLAND ..... 
(CQnlinued.from p1J8e 5) 
Copyright infringements have been so per-
vasive that many of the infringing products 
look as professional as the original prod-
ucts themselves and are' sold and distrib-
uted like normal products. 
Poland is many years ahead of the Russian 
Federation, yet Poland has many obstacles in its 
path that must be cleared before it cari truly enter 
the West. Inflation, between twenty and thirty 
percent per year, combines with other problems 
to make rapid refonn politically undesirable. 
Still, Poland must forge ahead in privatization 
and economic refonn This i_s recognized re-
gardless of political persuasion. The questi0n is 
how much how fust? 
<::-
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HERE COME THE 
·PLAYOFFS 
By David Boyd 
· Aftera fine season, Fall softball is com-
ing to a close. The final games will be 
played on Nov 7th, and the playoffs will 
start Nov I Ith and continue up to Thanks-
giving break. 
The competitive league has been pretty 
strong with the first year teams doing as 
bad as they always do. Going into the 10th 
week Section B is the top first year team. 
This is largely due to the fact that Marc 
Davis has finally been moved to left field. I 
must commend Section B manager for that 
"brilliant" mid season move. Move over 
Juan "de la homer" Dekruyffbecause Davis 
has come to .stay. San Diego air traffic con-
trol reroutes airplanes when this guy bats. 
Natural Born Killers was by far the 
best first year team last and despite a couple 
of close games they have managed an un-
defeated record so far this year. They have 
one of the lowest runs per game average 
but their defense has come through for them 
in the crunch. NBK is looking to skate 
through the playoffs but it is not going to be 
that easy. Head First will make it interest-
ing aS long as Juan Dekruyff can get the ball 
past the pitcher. WSU won't be-a fuctor since 
the wnpires are all USO law students. Good on 
Paperisjustthat, they woo 't make it past the first 
round uni~ of course they play . Edgar and 
field. Only La Raza/Apalsa/Blsa has had 
more runs scored against them. If either of 
these teams were a kind of cheese, it would 
definitely be Swiss. My only suggestion is 
have fun in the first round in the playoffs 
and get a head start studying for finals. 
Remember there is always next season. 
The remainder of the first year te;ims 
are comfortably placed in the rankings but 
unless they can upset -the Qverwhelming 
favorite Head First, this Co-Rec playoff 
season should be a yawn. 
My condolences to our beloved fallen 
umpire Rob Beal. After a difficult season 
battling the scourge of USO softball players 
Bob succumbed. Instead of sending flowers 
Rob has requested that all donations be in the 
form of beer at his roommates' house on 
Wednesday nights every week. 
On a lighter note please welcome 
Intramurals new lackey ... uh .. .I mean um-
pire, Ryan Saba of Section C. Ryan will be 
umpiring some of the final games this sea-
son. He might even get to keep his job as 
long as he stops calling key plays against 
his employer. Got it Ryan. 
Finally I would like to congratulate 
Jim Ballard for his tireless efforts in the 
name ofUSD law Intramurals. Despite the 
fact the Jim has not been seen for the past 
ten weeks we all believe that he is alive and 
Edgar is winning in the last inning. well thinking of new and improved ways to 
Rainbow Coalition was looking to go run the Intramural program: 
the way of their Section A past last year, but COMPUTER SAVVY .. 
something has happened. With three victo-
ries th~y were poised to go to a winning (Continued from pf18e 6) 
record but they forfeited to WSU. This team antiglai"e 'covers; you name, it is being sold 
cOuld be a spoiier if they can get a full squad. Most are touted. as preventive of repetitive mo-
your Mama. What can I say, a decent tion injUries. Some is jUst hype, others are just 
team a decent record but they lost to Rain- as bad as the old way of doing things, while 
ho~ , _Cqaliti9.ll ~ a.n,d s.q~~ak~<J . P¥; E~g!lr.- ,,,,,ot,hers. f.C!lllY ~ ~~,~ 2.f.~j.i;i~ -~'f4it-: . 
Pretty meager for a th~rd year team. · ing. A good chair and a good screen are the 
And now to the most embarrassing place to start, followed by a good keyboard. · 
showing of any second year team in re"ent Hardware technology continue,s to out-
history - Edgar. The only winless team in pace i:;oftware. Modemsstandards are now 
the competitive league. Some new names available for 28,800 baud, approximately 
have been tossed around. We ·suck is one $200, and my 14,400 baud modem bought a 
but my favorite is Blue Balls. They can get it · year ago Augµst for $178 is now $98. 
started but they cannot close the deal. If Blue Harddrive prices have dropped as well, from 
Balls can get past the fil'St round the pure a dollar a megabyte to 50 cents a megabyte. 
momentwn could take them all the way. You can buy a 1.2 gigabyte. harddrive for 
My prediction is that Natural Born Kill- around $500. Tape drives are becoming 
ers ~II go to the finals undefeated. If there more popular as a means of backing up these 
is to be any upsets, this is where it will all large harddrives. Why buy three boxes of 
happen. NBK is tou8'1 but the playoff experi floppies and spend more than four hours to 
ence of Good on Paper and Head First could back up your hard drive when you can have a 
·be the. determining factor. tape drive perform the whole thing in a half 
Co-Rec this· year has produced some hour and WIT.HOUT your having to be a 
rather amazing results. Congratulations to floppy jockey. You can set it up to automati-
Faculty led by the fearless Professor Mike cally backup your harddrive when you want 
Kelly. This team has chalked up three more · and you don't have to supervise it 
victories than all oflast Fall season. I don't . Another big seller is printers. Laser prices 
kiiow what got into them but Edgar needs have come down considerably while more and . 
some of it. · Despite their command perfor- more capabilities have been added: . color in 
. mance during the fegutar season Faculty will addition to black and white, high resolution, 
struggle to get Past the first round. Hopefully etc.. Ink jettechnology has improved the reso-
they will not take it personally or some of us lution and speed while doing away With the 
will be in for an interesting finals period. need for specialized paper for average output. 
Knee Pads Optional i~ currently on top The last area that took up considerable 
of the Co-Rec standings. Let me just say floor space at the Fair was books. The most 
that this team has a lot of heart and a Co- popular name was " for dummies". 
Rec championship in its bag of tricks. WSU These selthelp books ranged from program-
could spoil .the hopes of this team but with- ming languages to applications to the Internet. 
out the squad from last year this is unlikely. . If you have all of the above and still 
Out of a nine game season Landsharks have money left to bum, give it to charity! 
has shown for an impressive four games. I FLASH! Standard Form 171 for Windows. 
think phantomsharks would be more fit- You are applying for an internship or a 
ting. Regardless Landsharks could be poised job with the federal government and you 
for a couple of easy early game!\ to go are confronted by the SF-171. Before you 
against Knee Pads in the final round. give up in disgust after three hours of try-
Shut up Goddammit and Good To Go ing to fill it out, try using some software to 
are stuck right in the middle of the rank ease the process. It makes filling out the 
·ings. Theseteamsseemtobemoreinterestedin SF-171 only a tedious affair for the first 
~ atrhosphere of softball than a championship time. There after, you can tailor it to your 
T-shirt. That's right I said T-shirt. This may be need. Note: Vice President Al Gore in his 
all the motivation these teams need project to "Reinventing Government" has 
The sad story of the Co-Rec league is promised to do .away with the SF-:171 on 
Section C. The few times they have not had January I, 1995. It is a good idea, but I'll 
to forfeit they had gotten brutalized on the . believe it when I see it. 
Pro Bono Legal Advocates ...... . 
·By Jennifer Myer 
This is the second semester that the AIDS 
. Home Visits project has been operating and 
it has been very successful. The goal of the 
program is to provide law students with ex-
perie.nces which are both educational and 
. personally rewarding. The program pro-
vides a valuable and greatly needed commu-
nity service while at the same time allowing 
students to develop important skills they will 
use throughout their legal careers. Diana 
Moon has been volunteering for a year with 
the program and is a second year day stu-
dent. She believes that the program is very 
worthwhile because it provides a service 
which is vital for the community. 
Students work together in teams of two. 
They aid the clients with estate planning and 
financial and health care power of attorneys. 
Clients are visited in their. homes or in the 
hospital. This is the first time students have 
.·b ~a'3 
received referrals for hospital visits. Stu-
dents are required to judge competency, con-
duct interviews, and to have the basic know I-· 
edge of the intake forms and the necessary 
vocabulary and concepts. 
Currently there are twenty five students 
involved and approximately fifteen additional 
students have indicated interest in participat-
ing during the spring semester. The students 
involved this · semester are extremely posi-
tive about the program and their experiences. 
Beth Pollock, a second year day stu-
dent, commented, "As an aspiring attorney, 
· it is great actually getting to use the law to 
help someone. It is not just attending class 
and it is not just reading but we are really 
using the law." Beth also mentioned that she 
had gained a better perspective on her life 
and that she had developed more compas-
sion as a result of her experiences with the 
clients that were referred to her. 
FALL 1994 UPDATE 
By Kate Vargas 
Although fall interviewing is officially 
over, please continue your search for sum-
mer employment. The 1995 Summer Legal 
Employment Guide has just arrived in Ca-
reer Services. Below, I've outlined SOME 
of the major summer programs and their 
respective application deadlines. 
More summer jobs are available this 
year than)ast. For complete information, 
please see the 1995 Guide. 
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, Of-
fice of the General Counsel - serves as 
counsel for the GAO which identifies waste, 
fraud and abuse in the Federa1 Government 
· and reports to Congress. 2128195 deadline 
for lL 's (interviews will be held in Spring 
'95). 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREA-
SURY, I.R.S., Office of the ChiefCouns~l ----......___ 
- administers Federal tax laws and regula- ~-
1995 .s~~.~g~i;..~qM .. ~M::~ .· 
PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES' · . . 
rtons ~nd .c,~l!ects titx rev~nues. · 
Applications not accepted for lL's before · ,,,.,,/ 
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL . DE-
VELOPMENT, Office of the General Coun-
sel - provides legal advice and guidance for 
the agency's operations in administering 
the U.S. Govemnient's foreign aid program . . 
1131195 deadline for 2L's & 3L's. 
ENVIRONMENT AL PROTECTION 
AGENCY, Office of Enforcement- directs 
and reviews enforcement .and compliance 
monitoring activities for air, water, waste, 
pesticides, toxic substances, and radiation. 
· 211195 deadline for lL 's, 2L 's, & 3L 's. 
. COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING 
COMMISSION - oversees the regulation ' 
of commodity futures markets, ensuring 
economic utility and integrity. lL 's and 
2L 's Should contaCt the agency at the end 
of January '95 for application deadline 
date . 
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY 
COMMISSION, Office of the General 
Counsel - establishes and enforces rates 
and charges for energy transmission and 
sales. 1131195 deadline for lL's & 2L's. 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; 
Office of the General Counsef- encourages 
international trade, economic growth, and 
technological advancement. 12131194 dead-
line for lL 's & 2L 's. · 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COM-
MISSION - ·supervises and regulates the 
trading of securities, investigates securities 
fraud, and enforces legal sanctions. 31151 
95 deadline for 2L 's & 3L 's. 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN'S 
AFFAIRS, Office of the General Coun-
sel - provides broad programs of care 
and assistance to over 29,000,000 veter-
ans. 5/l5/9S-deadline for lL 's, 2L 's & 
3L's. 
12/1194; 2L's from 8/94 until positions are _..,-/ 
filled. 
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION - en-
sures that competition in the marketplace is 
vigorous, free, and fair. · 611195 deadline 
for ·lL 'sand 2L 's. · 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES, Office of the Gen-
eral Counsel - administers most of the fed-· 
era!. government's health and social wel-
fare programs. (Interns assigned at head-
quarters and regionally.) Late fall applica-
tion deadline for 2L 's · and outstanding 
lL's. -
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS 
BOARD, Office of the Executive Assistant 
- acts to prevent employers, employees, 
and labor unions, from engaging in unfair 
labor practices and illegal union organiza-
tion activities. 3115195 deadline for JL 's 
&2L's. 
NOTE: Many other U.S. government 
agencies - executive, legislative and judi-
cial - are holding 1994 summer intern 
programs. Internships also exist in inter-
national, national political, and l~gal ser-
vice organi7.ations. 
For more information, please stop by the 
, Career Services to check out the 1995 
Summer Legal Employment Guide from 
the front desk. 
FALL RECRUITING STATS 
Preliminary statistics have been 
gathered on this year's Fall Recruiting 
Program. We need your help, 
however, in ~eporting call-back and 
. offer information. If you haven't done 
·so yet, please stop by the Career 
Services front desk and fill out a PINK. 
FORM . . Thanks! 
News and notes . about 
the USD_ student orga-
nizations 
,.:ra'at1ti()too!N·"· I 
. STUDENTS . "BOOT 




By Pam Scholefield 
Greetings from the Science and Tech-
nology Law Society. We are a new student 
organization whose primary focus is pro-
viding the law students at USO information 
and programs relating to the impact of en-
gineering, biology, telecommunications and 
computers on the law. 
Our first program, Career Opportuni-
ties in Intellectual PropertY was. well at-
tended by over 60 students .. _Our thanks 
goes out to Career Services for cosponsor-
ing the program. 
On November 7th at noon we have a 
forensic specialist lined up to guide us 
through the hot topic of DNA evidence. 
All students, not just tech-ies, are en-
couraged. to be involved with the Science 
and Technology Law SocietY as these areas 
ccmtinue to have .· an increasing influence 
over various aspects of the legal profes-
sion. 
MOTIONS. *** November 2~ 199~- 15 
CLUB NEWS The positive ' thinker creates a majority. 
NOVEMBER 
EVENTS 
NEW MOVIE SCREENlNG 
Saturday, Nov. 5th - "OLEANNA." Free 
preview of the this controversial film based 
on the popular Broadway play. The story 
involves a female student who wrongfully 
accuses her male professor of sexual ha-
rassment. A discussion and · question/an-
swer session about sexual harassment will 
follow the screening. Limited seating avail-
able: sign up for your free ticket at the table 
outside the Writs. Tickets will be available 
from 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.tn. and from 5:00 
p.m. - 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
The movie will be shown on Nov. 5th at 




187 at rally 
PDP Hosts Panel Discussion on Attorney Ethics 
Phi Delta Phi International Legal Fra- put the client on the stand . or avoiding any 
ternity recently sponsored a panel discus- questions that could elicit false answers from 
sion by prominent members of the legal the client. There was some disagreement as to 
profession who discussed the conflict be- whether an attorney should disclo8e a client's 
tween strong client advocacy and profes- false testimony to the court in a civil case. 
sional ethics. The panel consisted of U. S. Generally, if the attorney did not elicit the false 
Attorney Alan Bersin, Municipal Court testimony there is no obligation· to disclose that 
VISITrNG PROFESSORS WILL SPEAK iudge Susan Finlay, Criminal Defense At- infonnationtothecourt, but the attorney should 
The WLC Noontime Speaker Program will torney Alex Landon and Casey Gwinn, head not use that testimony in later arguments. Mr. 
spotlight two distinguished-visiting profes- of the San Diego City Attorney's Family Bersinfeltthat, inacriminalcase, iftheattorney 
sors in November. Both .professors are Violence Unit. The panel first responded elicits testimony that he knows to be false, he 
only at USO for thi~ semester, so don't individually to hypothetical situations then should disclose it to the court. The other mem-
miss these opportunities to.meetthem! Free responded to questions from the audience. hers ofthe panel felt that attorneys have agreater 
food & drinks -- have funch and listen to The pariel generally agreed that main- · obligationtotheirclientsandshouldsimplynot 
some fascinating people. taining the lawyer-client relationship by foliow up on or refer to the false testimony. 
Wednesday, Nov. 9th ·:. Professor Dinah protecting client confidences is of utmost The discussion_provided usefulinsights 
Shelton, Santa Cfara Uniyersity. Women's importance; however there are limits to how about _an attorney's obligafrons to the client 
Rights and Human Rights: Are They the far a lawyet should · go for a client. . All ·as well as the legal system. ' Professional 
"This year's officers are: Saine? 12:00 p:m., R~(!tn 28. · agreed that a· laW}'er sh6ul&falk to the cli- · responsibility courses in law school some-
. President: ·chuck Doyle; V.P.:· Stan WednesClay, Nov: l6 ~ ·Professor Richard eilt and "make ·every attempt to dissuade -the times make students feel there is no right 
Kim, Treasure~: Dan Tagliafem, Secr1<tary: Tur, Oxford University.' Has Feminist Ju- client fomf talciitg arfy thti:idwent actions. ·If an ·' answer fo these· dilemmas. This discussion 
· '~ Pani' Sch~lefi~Id,·-SBA Re~~; B~dley'Cain. .. ri§pl1ldf!IJ.~<: AchJ~vecJ.finyt.!J.i!!g~ ,. • . . , attomeydnitOt'di~ethe:Client fiomehgag- ,.dehtohstnhed "that there are· ind~ed guide"" 
_,,.:,;j~•3 ·-·.:;: ~ ~~ · ,· i:.; ·~• \ry; l;t-n; _. fo _, ' ''i :t:oo~~!m: ; R1'obilf28~ " --: ..... :'t!-•,,.,t ,~': ~ ~(> , . 'irig~itr fiit\ldli)erlt'toridttct; itie ·of)tion?ti:#isist > lihes tli~t ;fiould 'b( arid geitetally 1ue, fol-
Please foelfree to dfop ariyilfus a note ''POLISmID PRESENrkTION:" PUBLIC . primarily o( alternptingto withdr'aw, refusing to lowed in actual practice. ·. -~., . 
for more 'in'fortriatiori or 1f you ·nave any SPEAKING-TRAINER'S WORKSHOP .... ·: " " ,., . ·" . ' ., ,,. 
ideas for programs you would like to' see 'si.ttiriJay;·:Nov. ·i9: 9:3"0 a.m. - 3:00 p.th. - SPORTS''llND'i.ENTERTAINMENT L"AW SOCIETY. 
relating to science, technology and the law. ~arfEllen_:'DrUmmcn'id is a' nation'ally rec- s· .POR•, .Tl . s A 'T. T. /ORN .. ._.E . . Y. s 




Join us for an an eyeriing of ,. 
gafTlbling, prizes, 'and fun! 
Items to' /Je audioned itJ.clude 
-Bar Review courses kom 
BarPassers. BarBri and PMBR 
-A sailine triP for six . 
-2 Nieht staYat the-Catamaran 
Hotel 
-Dinner at-mariY ofYour favorite .. 
restaurants 
-SIOO.OOFamilYFun Center Gift 
Certificate 
-Free Coffee at the Cardiff Cart-
. -Weekend eetawaY at a ca/Jin · 
-and many many more.-
Co-sPonsered /J_Y PAD 
Come to the Radisson in laJolla 
on November 10~ 1994 from 
l:JO .PM till 12:00 AM 
$10.00 donations are requested 
Tickets on sale now outside the 
Writs! 
Proceeds eo to summer erants 
for students clerkine in Public 
Interest law. 
Tuxedos donated by Night and Dav 
· Thatche'randDi'arine Feinstein have heeded guidance. In the words of Mr. Axelrod, there 
her advi~e on t>'ublic speaking. This work- · Our tWo-part Sports Law Agency '.Se- is always "room for good help out there!" 
shop is a rare opportunity for WLC tnem- ries was a great success. During the· tw-o Al8o, we give 'a sjJecial thank-you to Mark 
bers to ieam prov~nrneth()ds of voice pro- . events, approximately 125 students partici- Slipock for his tireless efforts in aequiring Mr. 
·' jection, intonati6\:i; body language and other pated in the series and' gave up their lunch- Axelrixl's talents for the series-thanks Mark! 
strategies for fearless and flawless commu- time. Thanks to all who attended. On October 20th, during Part II of the 
nication. · 'these'· skills ·are 'invaluable for · Part I consisted of sports attorney/agent · series, we · had the privilege of listening to 
interviews and courtroom appearances! Bany Axelrod's speech fo the club onOcto- ,..,ourown USO School of Law alumnus John 
Space is.limited~ watch.fofdetails explain- her '11th. Mr. Axelrod came in with some Adler: Not only is he a professor here, but 
ing how to sign up. weighty credentials. . He graduated from he represents major clients in all three of ·I P_ HI ALPHA DELTA UCLA ·school" of Law and has represented the major sports. Mr. Adler's insights were 
_ Jeff Bag\vell, · Mark Grace; Dion Sanders, . much inore attuned toward the realities and 
By Holly Biggs 
The next PAD event is the "Day with the 
Judge," seheduied for November 9 and IO. 
StUdents spend . a mo~g in the courtroom 
with a jUdge. Afterwards, students eat' lunch 
. with the judge and have the, opportunity to ask 
questions aboutproce4ure and judicial issues. It 
also provides a fc;>rurn to discµss current judicial 
controverises in the news. 
A ski trip is planned for Janiiary 20-22, 
1995. Anyone interested has until Friday, No-
vember 4 to sign uP and pay the $50 deposit. 
The total cost is $ J 40 for PAD membecs and 
$155 for: non-members. This includes two days 
of skiing and lodging. T~rtation by bus is 
availablefor $65 per person. Sign tips are in the 
PAD office in the Writs. 
On0ctober7, 1994, PhiAlphaDeltainducted 
51 new members .. The new inductees are: 
Marie Aklrich, Denis Bengin, Holly Biw, Bronwyn Bill-
ings, Alan Chetmg, Michael Christy, Tara Davidoff, Tim 
Dillon, Colleen Dorney, Cluis Femmte, Susan Frank, Mat-
thew Freedus, Jennifer Gerbasi, Wade Gochnour, Elizabeth 
Guth, Tamala Hal~ Clarissa Harle, Terri-Lynne Hartman, 
Sean Healy, Lisa Hess, Michael Katz, Kari KeidSer, Philip 
Ketner, Deborah Mancuso, Michael MarcheSini, James 
McConnick. Jr., Sharon Mehlman, Chrislopher Minier, Gr.ice 
Morse, Waleed Moubarak, Christopher O'Donnel~ Trevor 
Oppliger, laura Padilla, Jonadlan Pettit, Monica Pien:e, Mal· 
theW Ran..,y, Lisa Rose, Shervin ,Samimi, Krisla Sai_tdler, 
Eric Schramm, Andy Schwaab, Robert Scott Sokol, Justin 
Spragg, Amy Stark, Todd Taylor, Lisa Vail, Bonnie Viels, 
Anw.1a Wheeland, Wendi Whitmore, Peter bmlyslci and 
Alexandra Zirlcet 
Rick Sudcliffe, Willie Banks . (~ple~jump _ pitfalls· of t~e business. For ex~mple, not 
world record holder), Naricy Lopez (the telling · us ·who' he represents in. order to 
golfer), JulianneMcNamara (Olympic Gym- protect his· interest and make the bigger 
nast), and Mark'Harmoh (the actor). He also agencies work for their information makes 
has had negotiations With Ted Turner, George sense. If you are interested in becoming an 
Stienbrenner, and Gene Autry. agent, you must talk with Mr. Adler or take 
The topics ranged from the negative im- his sports law Class to get the inside scoop 
pact of drug abuse in sports, the baseball (that is if you aren't lucky enough to have a 
labor strife (oh what a shock,) to future job father who owns a professional sports team.) 
possibilities. Mr. Axelrod appeared to feel He gave such tips on when, where, and . 
that the future need for sports attorneys Will how one can pick up talent and how to 
increase in two areas: first, in the interna- compete against the bigger and more estab-
tional arena, and second, in marketing lished agencies. For more info, ask one of 
schemes by the entertainment industry~ In the club. members or officers. Or better yet, . 
the international sports market, society is be- ask Professor Adler himself. 
coming more dependent upon jnteractive 
cable networks and world-satellite, making 
international marketing of sports more lucra-
tive. For instance; due to more exposure, 
licensing and marketing of college sports 
merchandise alone has exploded from a rela-
tively marginal business into a $2.5 billion 
per year enterprise in the past decade. On the c 
other hand, the entertainment industry has 
become much more involved in the sports 
medium, as evidenced by Disney's apparent 
interest in purchasing the Angels and 
BlockBuster Video's likewise interest in the 
Miami Dolphins and the Hea~. Entertain-
ment interests such as these are bound to 
MOTIONS NEEDS ARTISTS AND 
PHOTOGRAPHERS TO PROVIDE 
CARTOONS AND PICTURES FOR THE 
DECEMBER ISSUE: COME TO THE 
MEETING ON NOVEMBER ~. 1994 AT 
NOON IN ROOM 2A 
: 
I i . 
i 
I . ..=- · I -
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16 MOTIONS WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER2 1994 
Now there .is no · 
. -
reason to choose 
anyone but 
BAR BR/ 
O.UR NEW PRICE 
.· ..... _ -.. ....,__ . 
· ·~~ 
.. :···;.: .. 
-~---_/ 
' 
-Price is in effect until November -18; 1994. - All students 
. previously enrolled in - BAR/BR I will have an automatic .·· 
deductio_n. in pric~. All downpayments "Yill be deducted 
from the $1"095.oo· price. · Call· 1-800_-995-5227 -for more info 
or contact one of your campus representatives. 
Elizabeth Angres Michelle Andrew Elizabeth Hull 
Julie Jardine Lisa Bauer Robin Felix 
Kevin Kravets Margaret Burks Rich Ames 
Heidi Richter John Doherty Torn Flattery 
Kristi Shelton Victor Felix Michael Love 
· Rebecca Sobie Laura Fordham Tiza Serrano 
Blanche Vahle Erin Downey Wendi Whitmore 
n . 
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